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In dealing with so vast a subject as "lUffHtwi of
Jesus* Day" It is necessary that certain limitations ho
made. HbG aim 0" the taeiiiJ is to give general .picture
of u he iU'o, worship a ad doctrines of the people among
whom Jo3 as lived and worked* I have* tried to select only
thoee details which best portray that picture, since it
was not my intention to aako an exhaustive stucy of my
subject, She reader will aotioo that defierlptlonQ of
elements of Judaism given in the section of t ait thesis
called '"J o Background of "-Tistory", are carrier over as
adequate doecriptioris for the tine of Jesus, excopt ai I
have notor' changes in the division entitled "The Hot ore
of Judasin in Jesus 1 Day". Again I have limit ed my subject
In eonaidering only Palestinian Ju< aism. Religious beliefs
and practices peculiar to t e 9v*M 9 the Dispersion did
iot fern so diroct a background for the life of Jesus as
dii" the religion j1 the oeople of his immediate surfeondinge
*
IVnlkor , ae well u Oaaterley* ('See prefaces to their
books listed In the bibliography* 1 write on the supposition
t ha u tho to-ehi^g? of l .0 hpocrypfra an ' tho '"'so aclool.^raghic
llteraturs were mors the popular religious conceptions than
were the tseehlagg of the Pharisees, lowe^nr I lolt it wise
to abide by the opinion of to majority of authors, and
thus I have not c aa i.-ersd tho teachings peculiar to the
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TITS JUDAISM OP JESUS 1 DAY
Introduction
i'or the Christian student, honing fully to under-
stand the life and teaofctflgi of Jesus, it is essential
that he must first understand the background of that
personality. The world in which Jesus lived was cer-
tainly not as complex as our Modern civilized world
With its highly organised industrialism, its co ,pli-
c tod sys tens of intern .-ion 1 rel tions «• nd its v, ri-
ety of ordinary daily living. Twenty centuries have
wrought great changes in the lives and relations of
the peonies of this world, but that does not mean that
that civilization of so long ago was one of gre it sim-
plicity with no intermingling influences and complexi-
ties of thinking and living. On the contrary, the en-
vironment in which Jesus lived was very much a conglom-
eration of social, political, philosophical and religious
elements gathered together from several great world civ-
ilisatio as.
The historical co id it ions previous to Jesus 1 time
were vory favorable to Viis mingling of ideas, customs,
and usages of the great world nov.ors, at least froM the
viewpoint of the Jewish people (which must necessarily be

our viev point for this thesis). Babylonian civili-
zation was forcod upon the attention of the Jews who
were taken as exiles to Babylon. Although some in-
fluences were negative in effect, yet great changes
resulted in the lives of the captives. Later, by con-
quest, came the Persian rule and as the Jews hailed
CyrU3 as a doliveror sent by God, one can readily see
how ad-niration for the Persians naturally would lead
either to conscious or unconscious mingling of ^ersian
ideas and customs with their own. The Greek influence
wan strongly imposed on the Jews by organised efforts to
hello ise Palestine. The work of the hellenising
high priests and the persecutions of Antiochus IV
brought a negative result in the form of the Llaoca-
bean Revolt. On the othor hand there was a positive
mingling of Jewish and Greek elements; as, for example
in a religious line, we have the teachings of Philo
whose aim of reconciling Jew and Greek resulted in the
"highest religious literature uninspired by Chris tian-
1.
ity?
The purpose of this thesis is to discover as near-
ly as possible the exact nature of the religion of the
race of people to which Jesus belonged. Judaism may
l.Fairweathor-Josus and the Greeks p. 172.

be termed the greatest and most inclusive element
which goes to form the background for the life of Jesus
Since it was during the historical periods mention-
ed above in which four great world civilizations—Heb-
rew, Babylonian, Persian, and Greek—were being inter-
mingled that Judaism developed into a complicated sys-
tem of religion, it is essential to givo con? iderable
time and. snaee to its historical background.
?his consideration will involve ft study of: fl)
the religious life of the Jews before the Babylonian
exile; (2) the osile and its religious significance;
(3) the growth of Judaism during the Pvrtlan period,
whic will include the policy of Cyrnr. , ".sr.. • :v? his
work, and the Samarit. n Schism; (4) the great crisis of
the Greek period, namely, the Bfcccabean Revolt; and fin
ally, (6) the rioe of the religious groups of Judaism,
i.e, the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, ?tfid t Vi e
schools of thought headed by Shammai and Hillel.
With thi3 background, it will be possible to ap-
proach the central problem of tiis thesis, the nature
of the Judaism of Jesus' day. In spite of the fact
1
that some Jewish writers claim th t only ft Pharisee
could know Pharisaism, and surely without knowing Phari
saism one could not know Judaism, I feel justified in
l.Herford—The Pharisees p. 11

undort -king a stud;; of Judaism. Undoubtedly It la true
that we Gentilea must look at -Ttidaism t^roaffh dif-
ferent eyes and with differ ent feelings that do the
Jews, and it is difficult to avoid all prejudices. A-
gain t Jewish literature would be more accessible to
the Jew. Herf ord points out that only Pharisees
WO Id have access to the liter ture of Pharisaism and
that Christian writ era on the subject have used throe
main sources and have failod to find the truth concern-
ing Phuriaaism in any one of thorn. He contond8 that the
New Teatamant ia anti-Phari8aic and therefore, biased
and untrue in its picture of Judaism; that Josephus
wrote for the Bomana and waa ignorant of Judaism; and
that Apocalyptic literature, the third soiree, was not
1
concerned with Judaism. Herford 1 8 criticism here is
probably .'ell r'bunded in a gro t many in tances but it
ia neither a valid reason for not making a study of
Judaism, nor a logical argument for disregarding the
TIow Testament a8 a source of information. D. \ • Ittddle
»£ tke. 3»i.ve.K»it.- o>£ 4»atba3N^ C^Aii£a»iiu in his book
entitled "Jesus and the Pharisees* has made a discovery
as to why the New Testament pictures Pharisaism as it
doea and to what extent it ia justified. If the general
opinion concerning the corruption of Pharisaism be true,
1. Herford— The uharisoos p. 14.

how could ao decadent a movement bo the parent of
90 vigorous a child as Judaism after the break-up of
the state? In studying the Gospels in ordor, he
shows how the later v;orks elaborate upon and add to
the a iti-Pharisaic elements of Mark and how both em-
phasis and bitterness increase with the later date of
a work; for example it is significant that the seven
woes appear in Ilatthew rather than I.Iark. He considers
Paul an abnormal Jew due to hi a unusual temperament
and therefore his experience was not that of most Phari-
sees* "(The psychologists would say that Paul's trans-
fer of loyalty was caused by temperamental Instability;
the extremity of effort to roalize the mria of Judaism
lor only to t o perception of failure which it v/aa next
to impossible to admit, with the result that a strain
of latent sadism lod him to push hia effort at the reali
nation of hia desire to the point of the persecution
of the rival group* This activity, however, only made
the moreoertain the incompatibility of the man to his
loyalty, so that with that String to anothor extreme
which was characteristic of Paul, the satisfaction form-
erly sought in a rigorous interpretation of Judaism was
actually found in the emotional v 1ms of the new faith.
In general, he fenls that the Hew Testa; »ont, if proper-
ly studied, can be a great help to the understanding of
1. Riddle p. G9.

Judaism and his conclusion nakee clo » his opinion.
"As the Pharisees are known fey modern scholarship, and
as modern scholarship understands Jesus, the -let;/ of
the Pharisees and the Jewishno3s of Jesus are found
to be friendly rather than antipathetic. It i3 pos-
sible to witness Jesus living his life within the en-
Ironrntat of first century Judaism, and in fact de-
pending upon his background for much of his gro tness.
It is possible, with equal confidence, to witness the
extension of Christianity, as the cult of Jesus' fol-
lowers, into non-Jewish localities, and to see it in non-
Jewish situations developing un- Jewish habits and cus-
toms* Indeed it is possible to witness the shading over
of their attitudes from non-Jewish into anti-Jewish
positions. It is consistent with whit is known of the
psychology of religious groups to find Christians, for
example in Rome, developing customs which not only dif-
fer from those of their Jewish neighbors, bit of which
the difference was conscio tsly held and mentioned by con-
trast. '.:heir non-observ nee of dietary distinctions or
their failure to rest upon the Sabbath day, was import-
ant for the..; they found it to be of value not only to
emphasize the difference, but to secure backing for their
position by articulating their attitudes as having been
taught by Jesus. In this way it is net n strain upon

tho imagination to understnad the Antiochean Gospel's
use of the epithet 'hypocrite* to designate those who
differed from their ideal. Finally when the rival move-
ments were in a relationship which brought from each
a literature of defence, the outcome is clear. The
traditions of Jesus and the Pharisees, when taken as
produced by the necessities of the Christian communi-
ties, boo ome at once understandable in themselves and
useful in the delineation of the life of the early Christ-
1
ians«"
Although there must be some li ittation for one who
is not a Jew in dealing with a Jewish subject auch as
Judaism, still, bo in.a a jew caanot bo acquired and so
it behooves the writer of this thesis to give due consider-
ation to Jewish as well as Christian 8Cholars and to
try to draw an unpro Judiced picture of the religion of
tho Jews*
The basis of Judaism was the Torah or the "teaching"
of the La?/. The nature, development, and for is of tho rit-
ten law will logically bo the opening consideration in
the study of that religion. The "tradition of the 15lder3"
or the unwritten law grew up as a second authority but
it played an important role,at least in tho eyes of the
Pharisees.
1. Riddle p. 170.

The throe groat institutions of Judaism; the
Sanhodrin, the Temple find the synagogue, served to rive
authority, unity of worship <.nd education t the Jewish
people; and undoubtedly they wore the instruments w hich
perpetuated their religion and made it so effective in
tho lives of the masses of peo >le. A study of these
will rovea^ono of the gro .t secrets of the loyalty of
a Jew to his religion and non-Jewish peo le might well
learn this Iosco j of the value of religious training and
education persistently carried out under uthority.
Just as Christian denominations have grown up
through tho years as issues of doctrine arise and tho
like-minded nroup together, so Judaism had her sects. Of
these we will study the beliefs and activities, of the
three most important ones; namely, the Pharisees, Sad-
ducees and the 3s3ono3.
Probably no other people had a religion and a nation-
al life so closely bound together as had the Jews. Their
religion was their nation and their nation was their •
religion. Thus the social and political aspocts of Juda-
ism are important considerations. Ftrange as it may
seem, we find in this religi on a narrow nationally .1
coupled with a tendency toward universalis:.}. In spite
of Jewish hatred and conto >pt for the heathen, prose-
lyting was a policy of Judaism.

9.
The doctrines involved in Judaism are concerned
in tho main with ideas of God and man And their relations
to each oth.>r. The character of God is such that He
deemed it wise to reveal His will to a chosen people
by means of tho Holy Scriptures. The majesty and inac-
oessibility of Qod maie it necess *ry for God to have inter-
mediary ministers » as angels and demons through which
He co old deal with moru This led to tho doctrine of
the ceparateness of God. Han's re at ion to God w s
both national and individual. Life was considered a
struggle between the good and evil tendencies in human
nature. A failure to live up to lbs law was a sin regardless
of cause and mast bo foil owe by repentance and forgive-
ness if God's favor was to be regained. By Jesus' tine
the thinkers or Jura ism in an effort to silvo the problem
of the suffering of the righteous, had developed a defi-
nite doctrine of tho ree irroction and the after-life.
Although we Christians believe that Jesus brought
to the world the principles of a religion which super-
setlod and advanced boyond Judaism, still, both were the
outgrowths of the ancient Hebrew faith and in many res-
pects are closely related. Certainly the religion of
the Jews is more than ft method of creatine hypocrites and
self-rigliteons legalists. On the contrary, in many res-
pects Judaism should be the teacher of Christianity.

If ''to understand all is to fo: ^ive all n , then studies
Of the nature of tl is the8ia should roap harvests of
tolerance.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Religious Life of the Jews before and during the Baby-
lonian Exile.
Before the first Bub:Tlonian deportation in 597 3. C.
when young King Jehoiakin together with all tho nobles,
warriors and skiHied ^rtis.ns of the land were carried
away captive, Judah trae a monarchy—the sane as other
governments of that day. No doubt the Southern King-
dom had taken great pride in tho fact that they had b en
able to withstand their enemies and retain their poli-
tical organisation longer than had Israel. It s ened
that they were favored of God and b cause they had been
thus far preserved as a people they felt that they we»G
tr ly and peculiarly the chosen peonle of Jehovah. Was
not God's dwelling-place t tho Temple at Jerusalem in
their uidst?
Since tho destruction of the high places by Zing
Josiah (621 B. C.) the modes of orship for the people of
Judah wore confined to those that took place in tho
Te.aplo at Jerusalem. This made necessary pilgrim^es to
tho Holy City for the great Feast days at which tine the

11
animal 3, -orifices :*ore . de , .ceo p; • led h - public read-
1
ing of the scriptures and fasting, ^riosts were the
chosen representatives of God, who presented the sacri-
fices that they might be acceptable to Jehovah. The
To >le itself, was practically the only religious in-
stitution of that day. llorality entered i to this early
Jewish religion in a national sense as urged b the
prophets and of course to some extent it was realized that
national morality depended upon individual conduct, but
in general, righteousness iras a natter of state concern.
Success or failure in this respect would bring to the
nation proopority and freedom or disaster and bondage.
As long as they were allowed to live in their homeland,
with Jerusalem and its Staple which made Jehovah seem near
to them, and a king chosen of God, ruling ovor thorn, they
felt favored of God.
Effects of the Exile on Judaism.
Then came the exile I Kebuchadnezzar swept down
upon them* All the men of high rank i eluding their king,
were carried away from ^erus lorn. The Temple was des-
troyed before their eyes, v ith their hopos thus razed,
it vai only natural that the spirit of revolt seised




resulted in a second deportation (586 3. C). Just a
few of the ruling olass and the peasantry were loft in
and near Jerusalem, "hose poorer people were loft by
Nebuchadnezzar because he wished to prevent the land
bosoming desolate. A trusty governor rulod then success-
fully for a period of t : :-ie t but when through treachery he
was slain, the Jewish community v;as again broken by
many floe in- to Egypt and then by a third deportation
to 3abylon—probably to avengo this assassination as
1
suggested by Kent.
The total number of persons carried into Babylon in
connection with the three deportations was probably about
2
50,000. However, these wero only a fraction of nil
the people of Judah and probably all v;ore taken from or
near Jerus lea, The villages Of Judah retained their
populations, but the lot of these people in Palestine was
not as desirable as one might think. Due to the fact
that they were denied any independent political organi-
zation for t en3 o1ve 3
,
un G t i
^
£ they were left the help-
less prey of robber ba nds and bitter enemies. (They
suffered torture and slavery at the pitiless hands of
their foos. ith such conditions prevailing it is not sup-
prising that literature such as Lamentations should be
forth-coming in this poriod and that t'.e religious life
1. Xent. p. 19
g f Ibid. p. 19
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In Palestine was neithor vigorous, nor exalted/Tfor
progressive, ^aokiel's accusations of deeds of lust,
1
bio dshed, and idolatry were undoubtedly well grounded.
T hen the Babylonians selected the Jews for deport-
ation, they wore oareful to take ail leaders that none
might be left to head an insurrection. Skilled arti-
sans were chosen for the;; would be useful in Nebuchad-
nezzar's vast building plana. Thus the best elements
in the Jewish race were found in Babylon after the exile,
where they were permittee to settle in the sane locality
wliic^ v ... probably the rich well-watered land between
the Tigris and Euphrates Hivers southeast of £&e Babylon.
Here, all of the first deportation, except two kings
and some leaders of rebellions, enjoyed almost the aano
degree of froedon they had had in Palestine. Jeremiah
encouraged them to build houses, plant gardens and raise
2
families and live peacefully with the Babylonians.
Craftsmen ere undoubtedly given o ort.mitios to ply
their trades and Jewish geniU3 along those lines must have
made them desirable workme a«
The treatment received at the hands of the Babylon*
ians by those of the second and third deportations
may not h..ve been so desirable as th t pictured above,
because their offonoes were greater. Certain Old To3ta-
mont passages imply slavery, robbery and suffering.
1. T;sekiel 33:25-27.
2. Jeremiah 29:5,6.
3. Ezok. 34:27; Isa. 14:4,5; Is,. 47:6; 42:22.
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However the lot of the majority of exiles was more
favorable than one vould naturally expect under such
circumstances*
Even though these conditions in which the exiles
livod were not so ajidesirable, still they ere far from
happy. Their national and religious hopes had been shatter-
ed. They had soon the dwelling place of Jehovah des-
troyed. V hat assurance had they that Jehovah was in
their midst? It seemed t^at He had deserted them €ind
gone to ( bide elsewhere • There was no place to worship
and make their sacrifices and as a result all they ate
was unclean. They were filled with shame because their
lot was a sign of God's displeasure. The rich beautiful land
in which they lived wag not lovely but unclean to then,
and they longer for the barren uplands of Judah.
At first despair filled their lives but through the
gradual work of loyal prophets, a hope was planted in
their hearts which inspired them to adapt themselves to
their surroundings for the time being, but always looking
forward to the the vhen they would bo able to return
to their beloved 3ion. Of course, they could not have
a temple—a temple on any other than the sacro~ site in
Jerusalem was inconceivable to t em. Consequently , until
they could rebuild the temple all the religious life
which oentered around it would bo denied them. Since
they oould not have their feast days with firstlings

15.
for sacrifices their worship took the form of fasting. Deny-
ing one 1 3 solf food couldbe done anywhere and at anytime
and it gave an adequate expression to their feelings of
eh.. ..no f do;p.ir and hope. Previous to i . is Li. .o the no at
stress had been laid on the observance of the groat feast
days, but since these wore no longer possible it was only
natural that more and more stress bo laid upon the insti-
tution of the Sabbath which could be observed away from
the homeland. Another reason why the exile ma;/ have been
the period durin* which the Sabbath receiver more emphasis
was due to tho fact that the Babylonians also specified the
seventh day of the week as a day of rest.
It wo '-l;' be Interesting to know just how these exiles
observed the Sabbath in that strange land. Perhaps thoro were
c <rtnin ceremonial acts which they performed in their
home8 and of coarse, that which was defined as labor was
forbidden on that day. However, it eeems that there must
have been more than this on tho Sabbath. A homesick peo-
ple vsuoh as these Jews were7 would long for fellowship and
it sterns more than likely that there must h vo been some
sort of coaamity gathering for tho purpose of worship-
ping and studying the scriptures which they were learning
to value more than ever boforo. Probably tho re was lit-
tle organization to these meetings at first; small
groups simply planned to get together and carry out a
service as it seemed pleasing to the gro tp. As tine
*
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passed a more definite and uniform order of service was
developed, buildings wore established as meeting places,
and certain duties wore assignod to individuals. During
this period, both public and private prayer became more
important features of the Jewish religion than hither-
to-'fOM t Surely it is not too much to conjecture that the
peculiar conditions and needs of the exiles gave rise
to the institution of the synagogue.
Strange as it may seem, danger and disaster are often
the stopping-stones to opportunity and progress. ?o it
proved to be with the exiled Jews. What seemed to them
defeat and disgrace, led then to serious thinking and
rapid religious progress.
The exile brought a change in the form of Government.
The thinkers saw thert thoir kings had failod to keep them
from national sin and disaster so they looked upon mon-
archs as usoless and in their place set up an idoal of a
priestly nobility with a high priest as its head. Poli-
tics had not brought them national unity and purity, so
they turned to ritual and religion in hopes that through
them they Might regain Sod's favor. A hierarchy w;i8
i> su orseding the monarchy. In the experience of the exile
we find the roots of thought which grew into the rule of
the priesthood in the Judaism of Jesus' ti o.
Again, in the exile, the prophets won their victory.

17
The truth of their words w«ae tested in the minds of the
people when the disaster they foretold really happened*
How coold their messages be taltffa lightly as before when
it was so evident that they knew of what they spoke?
The exile was considered a punishment by a 3ust Sod and
thus, their sinfulness was provnd. But humiliation was
not all that the prophetic teachings brought then.
If the* prophets W»r« right in part of thoir toachlngs, and
they had witnessed the proof of thoir doom, then the
whole of their messages was true. So they Who had sin-
ned grasped the promises of hope, and strove by fasting,
atoning offerings tad prayers—about the only modes of
worship accessible to them—to regain their national and
individual purity, that their hopes might bo well grounded.
Thus, from this view point all ritual received added
emphasis* In still another respect the Deft* .ge sounded
by the prophets won victory in the exile. ' hilo yet in
Judah, these people looking around them and seeing heathen
idolatry, vero attracted by it. Human nature always
looks with envious eye toward that which is beyond roach.
But when they were carried captive into the midst of heath*
enisn, the many gods of the Babylonians lost their at-
tractiveness for then and the pro 'net's warnings ag linst




The exile made God the s.vprome ruler of the universe.
Before this experience, Jehovah was fast slightly pre .ter
than other ods, mainly beoause he was Israel'3 God. Hifl
dwelling place and work were restricted to the boundaries
of Canaan and particularly to the Temple at Jerusalem.
But the Temple was destroyed, and finding themselves in
a strange land and gradually rising above the depression
their fate brought them, th^se exiles came to soe that
Jehovah still existed and that T^g interests extended
beyond the limitations of their home and even to them
who had so grievouSl?/ sinned against HI • The gods of
the heathen became insignificant compared to Jehovah*
They saw for tho first time that they were a unique
people not because of any worth of theirs, but solely
beoaurso God had chosen them. Jehovah was the God of all
and they were His chosen peopln. Thus, they realised their
utter dependence upon God and the humility they felt prepar-
ed them for greater good.
This broader conception of God caused then to look
upon their heathen neighbors with a different at-
titude* Israel was chosen of God to help 'Tim work out
~
Tis Divine purpose in history and thus the heathen we»e
not merely the object of Divine vengeance. This atti-
tude is shown in the fact that Cyrus, a Persian, was
recognized as Godianointed to deliver His people. e
find here a di:_. recognition of the high ideal of the
*
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brothorhood of all mankind which reached its highest
form in the scriptures of Second Isaiah's suffering
servant of Jehovah. But only a few Jews realised that God
is the Father of all mankind while the majority abandoned
this ideal 1'or the hope of a temporal world king iOffl with
tho Jews at its hoad.
Judaism owes to the exilo many of the s t rongholds
of her faith, but if any one thing is more responsible
for the strength of the Jewish religion than anot it
is surely the synagogue, a* it developed to function for
worship and study, in tho lives of the masses of the
peoj-le. It made possible a popular roligious education
such as that of which no othor religion can boast. Is
it too much to say that Judaism too would have bo en lack-
ing in that r spect, had it not been for the exile?
The severe tostings of the exile may ruive proved
to be too great an ordeal for many—perhaps the major-
ity; but those who stood faithful find true through it
all, .uust have, gained a sense of porsonal r spon3ibil-
ity and deep satisfaction, such as never before, xhe
passionate seal that prompted thorn to faithfulness stands
out in i larked contrast to the indifference that pre-
vailed beforo tho exile, This sifting process , as the
exilo proved to bo, bound together, by common suffering
and co .non faith, a nucleus out of which grtu Judaism.
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The Growth of Jewish Religion during the
Persian ^eriod.
In the year 528 IB. C. Cyrue the founder o ; the Per-
sian empire caputred Babylon and the period of the
exile was ended* The policy of this rreat conqueror was
an antithesis to that of the Assyrian and Babylonian
rulers* Rather than trying to crush these captive sub-
jects, he was considerate of their welfare and tolerant
toward their religion. In granting them desired privil-
eges he grained their favor and thus his kingdom was
stro: gthoned. It was in accordance with this policy
that he issued a decree order inr the Temple at Jeru-
salem, to be rebuilt and the treasured vessels c rriod away
1 •
by IJebuch.adnezsar , to be returned. Tie also gave the
IfVfl in Babylonia permission to roturn to Palo3tino,
but it is quite improbable that there was an iiimediate
return of the entire community to Judah. Homes, rich
lands, and the ease of their lots hold many in the land
of their adoption, but likely a zealous band did roturn
ana hllp in the reconstruction of the Temple anaworing
the appeals of Haggai and Zechariah.
The seventy ye rs following the completion of the
Temple were full of disappointments and failures. Cyrus*
successors were not so kind as ho had boon. Drought and
fami&e further proved God's displeasure* Their neighbor-
ing enemies took advantage of their weakne33. Temple
services were neglected and morals grew lax and degener-
ate*
1. jvoakes-oackson, f „?40.

Then came the rebuilding of the walla of Jerusalem
under the direction of Hehemiah. Bat what is signifi-
cant here is the fact that along with his work of con-
structing a fortification around thn cit* r he aaw tiie exist-
ing evils among hie countrrnen and established as refoims
certain new precedents which later wore embodiod la the
Priestly Code* Two of his reforms were simply demanding
obo- ience to the old laws from which the eomnnn practice
had fallen. TTo demanded that parents should not sell
a child into slavery, and that a Jew should not take
1
int >rost from an oppressed brother. In the early years of
ITaheiaiah's work ho op osed intermarriage with the
heathen very little, but upon his second return to Jeru-
salem, he bitterly op >ose6 it. He stripped a Temple room
set aside by tho 'Tigh Priest, Tttiashib, for Tobiah, the
Ammonite, a relative by marriage. He assailed the inter-
married and had them swear that their children \vould
marry only within thoir own race. Later he expelled the High
Priest's grandson from Jerusalem for marrying tho d i&hter
of Banballat, a Samaritan leafer. Previous to Nehemiah,
tho Jews were divided regarding the attitude to take
toward int ormarri-go. Those in good circumstances aristo-
crat let-. lly , the rich , and the WW lthy priests favored
it, w die thn Jews of tho Diaspora were particularly o-




sovorely reprimanded the rulers for allowing trade and
work on the Sabbath, for euch disobedience to God's
law had brought condemnati on upon then as a nation bo-
fore. He proceeded to order the city gatos closed on the
sacred day and his personal warning to tho traders who
lingered near f caused them to leave. He commanded the
Levites to enforce this reform.
The disgraceful neglect of the Temple services and
the ministers was also perceived by Ilohomiah and again
with vigor he 3 trove to change things. The Levites and
tho singers had b ?en forced to leave their duties and
make a living from the 3oil. ITehemiah seamed the people
for allowing this, and gathering in tho tithej and he ap-
pointed four men to distribute it fairly. ",odak t the scribe
was one of these. It is interesting to note here that
t.iis regulation was a departure from t o old law f for
according to it the tithe was to be used for a great feast
1
for the donors, llehemiah further made rules for tho
v:ork of the Priests and Levites, organized tithing, and
appointed certain times for offerings.
All but one of the article I subscribed to by the great
assembly under Ezra are suggested in the reforms of ITe-
hfemiah, and it seenis logical to place him first. Kent
holds this opinion and fools that ITehomlah and not Ezra
was the great reformer. The chronicler, being of priest-
ly viov.-point, gave Ezra^the driest
}
credit -hen possible.
1. Deuteronomy 14:22-28; £6:12-35.
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Good dofoiioo for this opinion follows: "In the li-ht of
conditions in Judah bofore tho advent of Ileheniah, it is
impossible to bolievo that all that was neoess.-r;/ to
influence tho Jews of Palestine to give up customs and
religious practices cherished for centuries, to reform
fundamentally their religions and social practices, to
expel from thoir homos many beloved wives and children,
and to subscribe almost unanimously to a no code, was that
a doputation of Jews from the east visit them with the new
lav; i^thoir hands •» read it in their presonce, and then
forthwith convene a great assoably for the purpose of
1
promulgat in# it •
"
Regardless of who was responsible for the great
changes that took place in Judah about this ti .e, the
all»important fact remains that there v.as a priestly re-
formation which ultimately revolutionized the character
of Palestinian Judaism. Even, though most of ft) o rticlos
of tho law established by Ezra seem not to have beon origin-
al with him, still his iauportajice i3 not to be under-r ted.
The added emphasis he gave to the reforms by embodying
them in a book of law or a code and then by persuasion
rather than force, gaining tho public sanction and plodgo
of fidelity to it, laid the firm found tion upon which
Judaism was built. The work of Nehomiah made it possible
for Ezra's appeals to arouse the public conscience to take
. 1. Kent. p. 193.
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the definite stand they did In the great assembly* Let
us look more full;/ into the details of Ezra's work.
In the seventh year of .rtaxerxe3 , the Priest Ezra
of the Jev/is': exile and a band of followers came from
Babylon with trio "Book of the Law of Hoses", and power
to administor it in -:.lestIno« For a period of years, 3zra
v/orkoc. to prepare the pooplo for tho establishing of the
new law f so that finally in the twentieth your at tho
gathering we call tho Great Assembly, he was able to expel
foreign wives and c ildron and by popular vote the people's
allegiance was pledged to the now codo. In order to
accomplish this Ezra appealed to force in the natter of
compulsory attendance at this gathering, the penalty for
absence being the loss of one's property and expulsion from
the congregation.
There are many theories as to the nature of this
book of law brought by Ezra. Some think it was a product
of the Babylonian exile and was written by Ezra him elf
•
Others eontond that the sources were older than that, but
were united in no . form during that period* Another
theory holds that Ezra colleotod all the writings aftor
Deuteronomy and thfit they form tho three middle books of
Pentateuch. Others think that Ezra was a ronroeentativo
of the B^b;;lonian circlos who composed t e 'rioctly Code,
tho content of which was the narrative 3traiid ftf tho old
law brought down to the tine of the exile and reunited
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with the law. Still another opinion is that Ezra Joined the
old law with the Priestly Code and that the poo In sutecr' ho
^ loyalty to the ^entateuch, as veil as to the now law.
Whatever the origin of Ezra's book nay hare been, we can
bo r.ure of its priestly nature by noticing the chiof
articles subscribed to t by the Groat Assembly. (1) All
marriages with non-Jews were declared abolished for both
the prosent and the future. (2) The peoplo pledged not
to indulge in Sabbath-day trado. (3) The Sabbatical year
was to be observed, which meant that crops were given atld
and debts were cancelled for tho seventh year. Hew obli-
gations wero: (4) One third of a shockel was to be givon
as poll tax for the public cultus; (5) the first fruits
or tho first born of animals were to 3uJ>ply the needs of
the Tenple priests; (6) according to the decision by lot,
the fi' allies pledged to give ood for sacrifices; (7)
the tithe from crops was to be usee1 by the Levitos as direct-
ed by the law, and (&) in general the people ware willing
to make any other necessary provisions for the temple
services. It is significant to ;iote that, with the ex-
ception of the regulation concerning intermarriage, all of
the articles have to do with the ritual, or worship-life
of the people.
The aims behind tho establishing of this "priestly
lav/ further show the new trend that was reaching mature
r*
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development in the Jewish religion at this ti.:e» Above
oil else the oriestly code was intended to separate the
Jews fro;n all other peoples. To accomplish this the
abolition of intermarriage was ossential t of course, but
this purpose was further realized by the establishing
of distinctive and peculiar religious customs and ritual
to the extent that a Jew would be known as such under
all circumstances* This may not have been a conscious
aim of those who worked to establish the new law, but
their i mediate aims of improving social organization, of mak-
ing more impressive teflkple services which necessitated
an increased and definite income for temple ministers,
ini of Baking objective the principles of the prophots , result-
ed in tho peculiar Practices which marked a Jew wherever
he was found*
The task of early Judaism was not only to prevent
rel tion3 with n on-Jews but was also to give the people
a definite guide to tho doing of God's will* The disas-
ters of the exilo had proved to tho Jews—whothor they
wore carried away captivo or left to si "for the :iis-
fort uies at home—that somehow their relation to God had
not been as it should have been or else Jehovah's chosen
people would not have had to suffer as they did* For a
long poriod of ti e after the exilo there seimed to be no
way to regain God's favor, and as a result morals dogen-
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eratod, national pride waned j and foreign dealings
and marriages crept into the lives of the Jews. Then
the jork of Nehemiah and Ezra opened the people's eyes.
Gradually they oame to see that their way of living was wrong,
that they were still Jehovah's chosen people, 'aid best of
all that there was a way to regain God's favor. In the
priestly law they found ;juot what seemed to bo the thing
they needed and had needed before, a def inito guide to
the doing of God's will. So we Mi the Hew Law accom-
plished a two-fold purpose:to make a barrier between Jew
and Gentile and to guide in daily living. The former may
bo said to be static, hilo tho latter is dynamic. In the
functioning of the law as a guide to conduct lies the
cause of development, and the secret o' the power and
success of Judaism.
Tho idea of attempting to prevent relations with
non-Jews espooially through intermarriage was not all
1
new v/ith the Priest ly Code. It was in tho old law.
It was taught by the prophets. Pericles passed a law
that only a child of two Athenian narents was an Athenian.
But it was peculiar with tho Jews in that it was done
solely for the sako of religion. Their previous laxity
had resulted in the downfall of thoi-r* nation anf to them
tno only hope of their preserv .t io- 1 lay in tho preservation




of their religion which noco:agitated the shitting out of
foreign Influences* 2he insight that fostorod this is
surely to be admired • Such laws as those pertaining to the
clean and unclean had the effect of making intercourse
with tho heathen harder , but these laws are so old and their
origins so complicated that it would be impossible to
prove that they were established for th,4; purpose.
In the establishing of the priestly code wo find
the origin of the Judaism of Jesus' day* ,/hether the
the
change in religion of the people which made this now &aw
possible was abrupt or gradual does not matter, but to
important thing for us is th .t the change took place
and that it resulted in Judaism. The free ,.nd joyous
religion of the ancient Hebrew?, who felt that Jehovah,
their tribal God, was very near to them, was to bo re-
placed by a religion of ritual and ceremony in which God
was a holy, separate, and universal God looking to his
chosen people to carry out his purpose in the v oriel,
which they could only do by preserving their religion
and riving it to others. In the words of Kuenon, "There
(i.o. before Ezra) the spirit ruled, here(after him) the
letter; there the free word, here the scripture. The out-
sta .din--" figure of the preceding corturies waf the
1
prophet* after Kzra his place was taken by the scribe.
As we road the New Testament we are sure to bo im-
pressed with the fact that a bitter hatred ox sted between
1. Llooro, p. IS.
«
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the Jew.: and the Samaritans. rrhese peoples were vor
closely related by blood for they were both oririnall^
In tho old kingdom of Israel. Then oame the division of the
Kingdom and in the rivalry between the north and the south
lies tho first cause for hatred between these brother
races. Aftor the fall of Israel came the fusion of heathen
blood duo to the colonies sent b:,r the Assyrian kings into
Samaria. Along with thi3 cane varying oxtornal expres-
sions of their religion which at first had been identical
to that of the people of Judah. The attempt of King
Josiah to unify the.e >eoples failed because the mode3
of expressing their religion were so vastly different that
unity was 1 iposaible . hen JTehemiah undertook to bring
about his reforms, he felt that the Jews viore too wer^k to
assimilate tho Samaritan* and t her -fore t e only way
to keep the Jewish religion pure was to bar the Samari-
tans from Jerus lem. It hapoened that the daughter of Sanb- 1-
lat , the le-der of 3 maria was aarriod to a grandson
of the :Iigh Priest, Uehemiah drove the couple from Jeru-
salem and thus aroased bitter antagonism.
a.
!Thi3 incident brought the grow ing hatred to crisis in
what is called tho Samaritan Schism. 'revious to this
time, the Samaritans as well as the Jews had acceptor!
Jerusalem as the chosen place of God for his abode, in
spite of the fact that Shoehorn, irid not Jerusalem was
tho place to be blessed of God according to the old scrip-
tures. The former had long been rocog ize as a public
high place uhere those who co ildA go to Jerusalem could

so
worship • The event of the Sigh Priest's grandson, Ha-
nasseh, being driven from Jerusalem gave the Samaritans
ample opportunity to break away from the old custom and
to establish,with the permission of the Persian king,
a temple on Ilount Geraaim, which they clal :od to be
tho sacred bode of God, rather than Jerusalem. 11a-
nassoh was made high priest and the Pentateuch was es-
tablished M the law. One can imagine the feeling to
which this outrage gave rise in Jerusalem, and conse-
quently understand why tho Samaritans were so bitterly
dospisod by the Jews. But besides arousing hatred, tho Sa-
maritan Schism resulted in definite advantages for both
Samaria and Judah. The Jews wero left unmolested in
their country to *evote their energies to tho observance
and study of the lav-. The Samaritans received a new
religious zeal because they had a temple of their own.
The;/ did not revert to heathenism, but adopted a Jewish
code of the Pentateuch for their law and this plus the
1.
book of Joshua formed their scriptures. 3ooause they
rejected the prophets and lator Jewish scriptures and
devoloped nothing in their places,not even an effoctive
study of the law, their religion did not stand the test
of the ages as did that of the Jews.
She close of the ^orsian rule (fourth century 3. C.)
fou-id Judaism pretty well established. It did not come
from Babylonia but was a normal and fruit ive growth on
Palestinian soil. However, it was the inf
1
1 ;ces of the
1. £ent, page 266.
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period of the exile, which opened so many opportunities
for progress and change, and thus made possible its
rapid development. A summary o the factors which made
Judaism will be helpful hero*
Undoubtedly the tendency to make religion a law was
strongly developed before the exile. Also, the prin-
ciples and purposes for which Judaism v: >a&e, ore
those of the pre-exilic nrophets. Nevertheless the re-
markable conditions of the period of the exile ..ere the
i ...edi-te forces whiali caused the growth of Judaism. The
ovorthrow of the state left the Jews free to devote all
their time to religion. Carried away captive to ft foreign
land, the literary habits and religious zeal of their
con; uerors-f were forced upon the attention of the Jews ojid
doubtless had their influence upon them. Lovely temple
,
H It hy priests, and fascinating ritual v/ould naturally
fee the envy of the exiles as they thought of how their be-
loved Temple at Jerus lem had been ruthlessly destroyed,
and how they had been deprived of all that v., s sacred
to them. Again, their doubts nd fears ma*1 e them turn
away from the old faith which s >emed to have failed and
they found1 ft rofugo in the externals of religion. The con-
ditions of the exile thro.' them more forcefully and direct-
ly into the temptation of .uibmiiting to the heathen cults.
Thi3 made it more necessary to have an objective roligion.
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So to tho ignorant masses, it waa a groat reliof to accept
a dictated system of action which was detailed
,
plain,
and had authority. Such a religion pave then a feeling
of assurance that t u ey were doing the will of God with-
out a doubt. Further the smallneas and compactness of
tho Jewish community wag very favor bio to the new roli-
- gion and thus fostoret! its development • The fact th t the
Persian rulers, in the period following the exile, advocated
so liberal a religious policy was a great encouragement
to tho Jewish subjects to strive to make their roligion
effective, as thoy wantod it to bo. Mention has already
been made of the importance of the work of Heheaiah and
Ezra to Judaism. The opposition of the Samaritans forced
the Jews to draw moro closely together and thus thoy
gained unity and strength. Also the Samaritan Schism
proved to be u a ift inn: process,for tho Jews who would not
subscribe to the new law naturally turned to the Samari-
tan roligion, leaving the Jewish faith the most loyal of
adherents. Anothor element favorable to Judziism was
tho sympathy, reverence and contributions of tho Jews
outside of Judoa. This encouraged the Jews at home and
renewed thoir efforts to m^ko Uio law effective. The last
factor which strengthened Judaism is really considered
a product of the Greek period and will bo treated lator t
but it must also be mentioned here , for it is the final
4
test of a religions faith and if that faith can bo victor
in the end, then it will stand through ages. I speak of
I persecution*
Before taking up the Greek period of Jewish history,
it will be rofitable to consider tho organization of Jud -
ism at the close of Persian period. The priest ho
wac as old as the nation. The first king was also high
priest. Tho state w&a the church then. As secular no-
bility waned, the priests gained in prestige as did also
the Tenple. Qrfll the middle of tho Persian period,
civil off icers functioned in the affairs of the coq un-
ity. In tho time of Neheiaiah these were still reco<* ils-
ed, but along beside them was growing a priestly aris-
tocracy which wa3 beginning to overshadow them. The
Priestly Code centered both civil and religio is func-
tions in one poroon, the high priest. He had all the
powers of a royal king, was anointed, wore purple, and
bore a crown. ITo royfil honor was deniod hi: • The old
nobility occupied the petty offices in his court. The
church was tho state. Tho only limitations to the powor
of tho high priest were foreign rulers and the will of
the nusses if they should revolt.
Under t '-?e high priest there was a gre: t body of
carefully gr&deA corps of tenple ministers. The res-
ponsibilities and 'uties of all the ranks of priests
4
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wore minutely defined in the Orient ly Codo. Of coirce,
the most desirable offices were held by tho members of
the high priest* 8 family and thU3 a priostly aristocracy
was formed. The priosts were divided into twenty-four
ola3sea or courses, which a little later, served in
rotation at the Temple for at least one week. iccording
to the Chronicler's census in the second chapter of
Kara, the priests formed a largo proportion of the pop-
ulation.
The chief duties of tho priests were to present to Je-
hovah the various offerings of the people which consti-
tuted an important part of the temple ritual. According
to the Priestly Code, they alone were qualified to per-
form t iis service. They were sup-posed to live as holy
as their task and so the tasting of wine, tho shaving
of thoir heads or beards, or any other act which would
make them unclean was forbidden. Only those of porfoct
physique wore allowed to enter an office of the priest-
hood. At about the agt of twenty a youth solemnly took the
vows and was anoint od priest. The idea of a holy nation
of priests underlies the institution, but in time holiness
became so 3trictly defined that th masses of people wero
barred because of thoir occupations. Thus the duty of
the priests was to represent the people to God and at
the same time to guard the temple from profanation by
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by contact with anything that was not ceremonially
cloan.
Previous to the priestly reformution, the Priost3
and Levites together formed the tribe of hevi,but the
Priestly Code drew a shajrp distinction between the two,
claiming as a basis for the distinction a difference in
anco3try; the legitimate priests being the sons of Aaron*
However, the historical facts do not substantiate s ich a dis-
crimination butj rather ^tho legitimate priests were the
descendants 01 the pre-exilic Temple priests while those
called Levites were the sons of the priests who ministored
in the high places before the rofora of Josiah. Because
their fathers had encouraged the people in what the more
pious Jews considered gross apostasy, these "Levites"
were given the menial tasks in the Temple and wore the
servants of the priest and the sanctuary. Theoretically
they were given to the priests by the people in exchange
for the first born in the homes which belonged to God.
StiHg excluded from the high offices and not allowed in
the inner sanctuary or near the altar, their work took the
form of cleaning, caring for the ves: els, preparing the
showbroad, and opening and dosing doors. Their pay was
very uncertain and naturally their number had greatly
diminished until Nehemiah's reform improved conditions
and rallied more into the ranks. There were three typos
II
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of Levites, those doing general teinplo service, the
musicians and the doorkeepers*
Still another class of people was connected with
the Temple. -hey were called the Nethinim. "the given".
Probably they were tho descendants of slaves originally
given to the Tomple; accordingly to their lots fell the
most aenial tasks. They live:" in permanent quarters
near the Temple. There were throe u ndred ninety-t o
such temple slaves in lira's cons us.
An essential element in the establishment of the
Priestly Code was tho work of the scribes. Previous to
the writings of the Son of Sir ,ch there is no record
of tho origin and ;ork of the scribes. At the tine in
which Rlrach lived the scribes were a class of professional
men. They were not necessarily priests, although they
may have taken many of their interpretations from the
priesthood. Sirach w s ot a priest but was a member of
a lay cla 3 of Bible students and teachers of the written
or unwritten law.
As to the history of the scribes previous to the
time Siraoh our conclusions must be connect uros but surely
it is not presumptuous to suggest that they originated
because of the law interpretation after the establishment
of the Priestly Code. After the people accepted tho law,
questions arose as to its meaning or application in par-
9
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ticular oase3. At fir3t tho priest probably tried to moot
this need but it was a big task, and it grow with tine,
ao that it required much study and thought. It wag a
task that required the best mental capacities and thug
it naturally drifted into the hands of a professional
clagg who made it their call Lng«
From their work as co? yiits of the Holy Scriptures,
they were given the name of Sopherim or Scribes. If
the people were to know and follow the law, it wag necos-
gary that many copies should bo made of it, that those
who wished to follow the law might have access to it.
be
This phas^ of the scribal work is not tr> A underestimated,
for writing in those days v.ag not so simple it is in
our day and only the learned could do it. Undoubtedly
tho gcriboe are to bo credited with much work in the
editing and preserving of the Ilebrov; scriptures, especi-
ally of the ^entateuch.
The scribos ore also tho theologians of their
tine. Their task of interpreting the law made it necos-
s ry that they be diligent Bible students and as a result
of this, they, and not the priests, v^re hencefort h to
exorcise the controlling influence upon Jewish religious
life.
"But the scribes' work was not limited to conylng and
studying the scripture s. ''erhaps their greatest field of
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activity was that of jurisprudence. The heart of the law
was the •tminist ration of justice, bat In order to have
justice it was necessary to adapt the la?/ to the needs
of that day. So it became the business of tha scribes to
deduce frou the law the proper course to oursue in any
p'ivon emergency. The oonolusionqlthus reached were what
were termed the traditional law. At first it was entirely
or J., bat after a time some of it was committed to writing
and became so highly prised that it \7as even traced back
to Hoses. Theoretically, this body of tradition was not
supposed to go beyond the exposition and application
of the written law, but in reality it became a develop-
ment and expansion of it. kt first the scribes were
not concerned with points of ritual but gradually they
assumed that added authority and finally came to regulate
priestly practices. Thus, as the jurists of their time,
the scribes held no small place of authority.
Beyond the sphere of the law, the scribes extended
their energies to the elaboration of the narrative por-
tion of the sacred text. In this field t :^ey were not
restricted or bound by the law, so they introducer 1 wh t
seemed necessary to make the story fit their day. The
Chronicler's tre taeat of the older bi3torf illustrates
this p>int. ot only historical dala, but moral and
religious aspects were modified as they pleased. Through
ti is department of their aork, the scribes -re tly influenc-
I
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ed the religions thinking of the poople.
The scribos were not only the theologians, the
legalists, and the vritdrs of their day, but also the
teachers. People must knov/ the lav; before the;/ Ojxi obey
it. The goal of the scribal teaching s to impress
upon the memories of the pupils, the content of the
lav;; thus an ideal disciple was the or-.e "like . v/ell of
1
chalk which loses not a drop of water." At first these
classes met on the Porch of the temple. Of coiroe,
with the growth of the synagogues, the scribes worked
in the institutional schools, further consideration
will fee given to these later.
By the beginning of the Greek period the scribes
were not only a learned ordor, but they were organized
into professional guilds with headquarters at Jerusalem
and representatives in every locality. In disputed matt ign
they loyally accepted the decision of the majority so
that their teachings were uniform and their powers un-
weakened by division. In later ceiiturios, discord crept
2
in as is represented by to disputes of Shamai and Hillol.
The scribes wore held in the highest respect and osteon,
and their advice was eagerly sought by all in difficulty.
The priests and the aristocrats bowed to their authority.
As representatives of tae law, their aim was to make its
supremacy real. The idea underlying all their activity
1. Pairwoathor-The Background of the Sospels p. 69.
2. Ibid. p. 375.
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was that tho law was the commandment of Got! and that
every Jew was, therefore, under obligation to obey it
in every particular. 3ut to do this it was necessary to
have the aid of a skilled knowledge of the law. This,
the scribes strove to supply. Religion became a fine art
and only with the guide of an expert could an ordinary
Jew hope to follow the 613 com. andments of the written
law besides the Oral Tradition.
The institutions of Judaism at the close of the
Persian period were the direct antecedents of those found
in Jesus 1 day.
When Ezra ftflia to establish the law, he called the
people together into what we call the Sreat Assembly.
By popular vote, new pledges and obligations were t .ken by
the people. It is most likely that out of this grew the
Great Synagogue. Our knowledge of this institution is very
limited and thus our conclusions must necessarily bo from
inference to a great extent. In the older texts it seom
that there were about one hundred twenty members. Wf have
no way of knowing how the members were chosen, but it
appoars that they were closely identified with the scribes.
The organisation was not as definite as that of the San-
hodrin in later years. It seems to have been simply a col-
lective teaching authority which had continual existence
for a period of years. It was probably in this assembly
•
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th.it tho discussions and decisions on disputed matters
were inado which determined the teachings of the scribes.
It may be also that this body perscribetf tho curriculum
for the three main branches of Jewish learning § *uhe Hidrash,
the Halakah and the Haggadah. I'oore suggests that tho motto
of the Great Synagogue was: "Be deliberate in giving judg-
ment, and raise up many disciplos, and make a barrier
1
about the lav:. 1* During the Greek period this institution
disappeared, probably due to the coning of hellenism and
fi /visions among the teachers.
It seems likely that it was in the Great Synagogue that
tho pairs of colleagues, as the highest authorities on
tradition, began to serve. Jose bon Jo'ezer of Seredah and
Jose ben Johanan of Jerusalem were tho first pair. The
three succeeding pairs served over 125 years, Shemaiah
and 4btalion were tho most highly reiputed heads of the
Pharisees and teachers of the law in the earlier part of the
reign of Herod (54-4 B. C.) # Simeon ben vShatah was active
under Alexander Jannaeus and his successor I ueen Alexandra
2
who is tfcfti to have been Simeon's sister* Shammai and Hillel
were the last of the pairs to serve. If thi3 custor.; -as
originated in tho Gro^tt Synagogue, it seems to huvo outlivod
the latter institution and was carried oo independently
afterwards.
By far the ,vost iinortant factor which enabled Judaism
1. Iloore p. S3.




to grip an entire race was the synagogue. Wo have already
suggested how it originate : as a result of the needs of the
people of the exile; but the rebuilding of the Temple and the
establishing of the new law did not lessen the function or
value of the synagogue. On the contrary, its importance
was greatly increased by the nsw religious order. It wag
the only institution which ministered to tho daily and
weekly needs of t e people and such ministration was es-
sential if the law was to bo successful. The synagogue was
the layman** institution—friendly and neighborly in fellow-
ship, S&i people had a part in the ritual such as the read-
ing of the scripture. Not only did tho synagogue function
successfully as a place for public worship, but its greatest
value lay in its oontri- ution to mass education. Shore was
very little organization to the synagogue school and any
man who was able was allowed to tench, but of course, that
task fell chiefly to the scribes who were the professional
teachers and who wished to use the synagogue to promote the
learning of the law. The details of tho functioning of this
institution as church and acho 1 ill bo considero.' more
fully latnr In this thesis, but suffice it to s.y here that
the synagogue of tho Persian period was ^rowing rapidly in
numbors and efficiency.
The Temple was the institution of national significance.
It had behind it tho prestige of the ages since tho tiae of
Solomon. The beautiful building, the full s .crifice and
elaborate ritual wore tho pride of every Jew. Under tho now
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Priestly Code the organisation of the Temple and Its services
was nore detailed and impressive than evar before. The ex-
perience of the exile and the destruction of the Temple made
the Jews appreciate it nore than ever; at least after their
consciences were aroused by the appeals of IJehemiah and Ezra.
Their loyalty to the Jerusalem Temple was undoubtedly strength-
ened by the apposition aroused by the Samaritan Schism.
Ood's abode was in their midst and as they strove to observe
the new law, they felt a»3ured of that fact, which to them
meant regaining f; vor in the fight of God,
During the centuries following the Priestly reformation,
the life of the Jewish people was not a burden but a joy.
Although ruled by foreigners, the law had no r'val nd with
whole-hearted seal they atoned for their previous national
sins. The impressive Temple services, the democratic spirit
of the synagogue and the ire t ruction gladly and faithfully
receiver! from tae 3cribos pointed the people to the way of
righteousness. As a class the religious le -derc were zeal-
ous, sincere and v-evout. The new demands of the law filte d
their lives with' what seemed to them useful activity. ISany
of the Psalms -hich are a product of this period reflect the
deep popular love for the law which found expression in joy*
1
ous living. There i3 no doubt but that Judaism in its err ly
form, was a healthful and ttractlve type of religious life
which encoaragod individual responsibility and expanded knowledge,.
In the words of Kent, nTo the great majorit the observation




of the commands of the law was a glad privilege, and In
faithful obedie nce to t :,.t which to thorn wan the rill of God,
1
they doubtless enjoyed a rich blessing''
2?he Greek Period of Jewish History and its
3~fect on Judaism.
The Greek period of Jewish history was introduced by
the conquest of Palestine by Alexander In Z?:Z B« 0. Life
in the Jev;isli community was changed vor;-- little by the new
rolor; but Alexander's successors were not so ct rong as
ho and the 'Egyptian rule was not so favorable to the Jews.
Then followed a period of years during which the Jews
were the proy of both the f&yptians and Syrians who were
contesting the rule of Ju&ah. All was turmoil and unrest.
"Duriiig this period of uapidly changing monarchy, strife
and uncertainty, Je i3h thought was developing along cer-
tain definite lines. Let us corridor these before going
farther into the history of the period.
Mgfcting and concuost on the p rts of their rulers
and su foring on their own parts, ccild not but result in a
grou^of blood-thirsty Jews. They hold a narrow national-
istic view and hopod by bloody revon^o to overthrow the rul-
ing nations and gain political as irell as religious free-
dom. It was this clans of thirikors who eagerly rallied to
rebel whenever leader gave the call.
Another attitude held by many was that of the ritual-
istic party. Their only concern was for the law and the temple.
1. Kent p. 251

They cared not what happened to the heathen 9° long as tho
Temple and its services remained undisturbed. Ceremonial
details wore more important in their er-timation than the
rise and fall of nations.
It was in th*3 period that there developed among the
miadle class, a group of teachers called wis omen. They
lacked the inspiration and ideals of the prophets bat came
doner to the daily life of the people. Sod was a univer-
sal God in their idea, but before TIis Kingdom could be estab-
lished all of Israel's enemies must be destroyed. Gradually
tho v;i3emen became identified with the scribes and as a
result wifldom and law became one. Hoses was made the father
of wisdom as well as of law. This fusion enriched the works
of the scribes by introducing fables into them. Prox'erbs
and epigrams v/oro also a&dftd. As a class, the wisomon were
of ft temperate morality—not altruistic, but faithf il to a
friend at any cost. Almsgiving was practiced because it
was considered a dut7/« The aspirations of tho nationalists
did not appeal to them. They v/ero orthodox and revered
the law. It is in the writings of this group th t we find
a nkeptical pessimism which was the natural result of the cal-
amities #f tho ti :os.
There was no current of thought that came so near to ;mdor-
mining the vory foundation of Judaism as did that of tho
Hellenists* Greek was the business and soeiel language of the
time3. ?reek art and Greek ma ners wore the standards. If
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one hoped to ?ain wealth or political proferment .ie must first
bo hellonised» Many tri ;d to ce .promise and go two vays;
they triad to ollag to tho faith of thoir fat re and still
accept Sroek customs and lda,c. Many of the priests wore
hellenists. Others entirely abandoned Judaism and went whole-
heartedly into Grock indul^oaco and laMfffelityi -hoy tried
to conceal thoir Jewish antecedents. Some of the youths
who had joined tho CroeB: gymnasium oven underwent operations
in an effort to cover the blemishes of circumcision for which
they were ridiculed by bystanders, Tt Beetle^ that the whole
nation v.-aa plunging head-long into Hellenism and the very
foundations of Judaism were weakening and 30on would collapse.
There was only one reason that this party did not succeed
in entirely undermining Judaism and that was because the leaders
were too peftMHfl and sudc'.en in thoir acts of hnllenizing
which resulted in a serious crisis f arous inp> tho champions
of the law to defense. Tie Porsian period wan the ora of the
formation and development of Judaism whilo the Greek period
proved to hi the testing time.
In the midst of hellenization which was to he found in
Jorusalom whan .citioc rue IV tepiphanoa) became ruler of
Judoa (168 B.C.), the hi^h priest, Onias III was sincoroly
l> attempting to follow tho lav; of Judaic..:. Ski court of
Antiochus was in Antiooh, which 30on developed into • beauti-
ful Greek city under tho program of tho nee rulor, who was
a lover of beauty and luxury. He was/ilso unscrupulous mor-
ally, and merciless when enraged. So it was entirely in keep-
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ing with his character that ho gave the office of high priest
to Jason when the latter offered money for it and further
paid for the privilege of establishing a Greek gymnasium in
Jerusalem. Jason did all in his power to hellenise the city.
2o show his sxand he sent a large gift to Tyre during t o
tournament of Greek games held there, which was to be dedicat-
ed to a Oroek god. But Antiochus cared nothing for Jason and when
Ilenelaus came to his court boldly making greater offers of
helle lization, ho In turn roceived the appointment of high
priest. Returning to Jerusalem ho wag forced to fight for
the office but Jason was finally forced to flee. In order to
meet hi3 pledgo to the king the no., priest b gan stripping
the Temple of valuable treasures, tc which acts, the ex-
a
priost Qnias dared to protest. As result the lattor was
treacherously assassinated by an agent of Ilenelaus. <hilo
the high priost continued his hellenization, the king Antioch-
us IV went to war in Egypt. Returning defeated, he took his
vengeance on Jerusalem like a spoiled child, by stripping the
Holy Place, in the Temple. Jewish hearts must have boon great-
ly stirred by such actions but they were helpless. Then came
a second invasion of !2gypt (168 B. C.) and this time he was
ordered out by Homo. Infuriated, he again gave vent to his
feelings by si.rply tearing the houses and walls of Jorusalom
into pieces. Political reasons al30 prompted his actions for
he could not afford to havo such a strong city in the hands
of an opposing population when Home's enmity was aroused. He
gathered a group of his faithfulA and built and fortified a
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small city just outside the bounds of the former city. The
Temple was converted into the worship of Seus, and all the
Jewish cultus wag destroyed. "Unclean*1 swine wore sacrificed
on the sacred altars, and a#y obsorvonco or possession of
tho Jewish law was forbidden under ponaltjr of do cfcfc* Sub-
mitting to a heathen sacrifice was established as a test of
loyalty.
Tho effect of such an outrage upon the heart of evory
loyal Jew can readily be imagined. Those who had previously
triod to con sroniso between Qreftfc and Jewish life wore now
forced to chooso between the two. Of course, thr weaker- one
z
would fearfully submit to tho conditions to stive their own
lives. But the Jews as ft whole were very devout. and loyal
to \7hat thoy thought was right and many of them suffered death
rather than meet such requirements, -he Jews had facec* many
times of hardship and disaster, but never before had tho test
been so brutal, so severe, and so challenging*
Tivery crisis calls forth a leader and in the present
situation, Judas Maccabaeus rallied to tho defe ise of Judaism.
V'ith iris four brot hers , and under t he loadors' ip of his father,
Hatthias of the priestly house called Mb ftHfll lift lift, a guerilla
warfare was started against the Syrians. At the father's
death Judas took leadership, roving through the country, des-
troying the heathen altars, circumcising children, and harry-
ing those who had submitted to the decrees of the king. rrhe
Syrians under the Regent Lysias underestimated the strength
of Judas' band and as the latter gained victories, new follow-
ers found and joinod them. In tine they were able to take and
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rededieato tho Temple. Tho old worship was again establish-
ed. In the meantime Antiochus had met his death tfarring in
the Ea3t, and the recent Lysias, convinced that Judaism
could not be ro>ted oat, granted the Jeras religious freedom*
But Judas was not yet satisfied and with his band went oat to
relievo oppressed Je\73 in other localities. Later he bosiegod
the citadel of Jerusalem, and in turn was besieged in the
Temple. Finally Juda4 was slain in battle, and the Tomplo
fortifications were removed, but religious freedom was again
granted by Ly3ias. Tho brothers of Judas took advantage of
their position and Simon became recognizee5 as high priest
and virtually ruler 9f Judo a.
The period from 135-76 3. C. m ono of continual war-
fare. Tho motive at first was purely rftligious, a3 a result
of the persecution of Antiochus. But wfT did not cease with
the gaining of religious freedom and the motive for fighting
came to be independence and finally conquest. Rivalry over
the kingship or priesthood filled the decades that followed
Judas the Uaccabee.
The crisis which rras reached in the persecution of Antio-
chus IV had very definite effects on the Jewish people and
their religion. In the first place, the acts of Antiochus
in his base defilement of the temple and all that was sacrod
to every Jew, as v/ell as the contempt which prompted them,
could result in nothing less than the bitterest hostility
toward heathenism in the heart of every loyal Jew. I'any of
their countrymen had chosen death in proforonco to submission
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to a despised heathen sacrifice. The hatred o those who
had escaped ni>llg the choice, did not lose intensity with
time* Undor such circumstances it was impossible for them to
feel that their Sod was also tho Ood of him who was so brut-
ally oppressing (rod's people and (Tod's lav.-. Thus, tho
crisis had a decided demoralizing effect on Judaism.
In the second place the Jews were left a divided people.
All were not in sympathy with Judas. Men in good positions
and circumstances had too much to sacrifice. It was easier
for them to submit to the rule that existed and retain thoie
prestige. Another group which opposed Judas was the High
Priest and his followers, and their fear3 wore wall grounded
for Judas' brothers did usurp the high priest-hood.
A third division of the people taring this crisis was
called the Asidaeans. They rallied to the support of Judas
in an effort to defend the law, and when religious liberty
was no longer tho issue for which the:/ were fight ing, they
withdrew thoir .Support from him. In spite of the fact that tho
Jewish community was thus divided into factions, the line of
scholars remained unbroken down to tho reign of Herod when
Shammai and Hillol, tho last of t io pairs of colleagues, were
in authority.
\ Undoubtedly the greatest positive benefit of the crisis
was that it saved Judaism from hellonisati on. The ortreme
measures of the ruler3 in attempting to introduce Greek ideas
and customs arouaed the champions of the law to its defense.
Had the crisis not come, the hollo ;izi g influences would
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have gradually continued and Judaism would sroon have lo3t
its identity, if it had not been entirely obliterated. Of
course, it is true that Judaism was saved by a war-tine
enthusiasm and loyalty, which in time resulted in a stricter
'barrier than ever around tho law. A religion cannot gain
much by war but in this case the persecution came just at tho
time when Judaism seemed to be waning, and tho fact that thoy
had a religion worth sacrifice, awakened the people to its
defense. Thus tho roots of the Jewish religion wore planted
deeply in tho hearts of the people, and because it stood the
testing, it gained added strength to st?md the test of the
ages.
During the second century prior to the Christian era,
there grew up on Alexandrian soil a combination of Greek thougtt
and Jewish religion known as the Jewi sh-Alexandrian philosophy.
This school of tho gilt reached its climax and highest expres-
sion in the writings of Philo. Beyond a doubt, these teach-
ings remotely Influenced the Judaism of Jesus' day and so it
will be well to briefly consider VKew.
This philosophy grew up as tho result of repeated attempts
to fuse and harmonise Judaism and Hellenism. The Jew conclud-
ed that there must be a diviiie revelation independent of phil-
osophy; and thus they looker! upon the Hebrew faith as the in-
spiration of Greek philosophy. To prove their position they
resorted to allopry in interpreting tho scriptures. As Wenil
e
s Id, "Allegory becomes the connecting link between tho Jov/ish
1
wort and tho Greek spirit." Though none of the writings of
1. Fairweathor-Jesus and the Greeks, p. 175.
t
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Philo have been preserved completely, still they are our
chief source of knowledge concerning this school of thought
.
1A *
One of his three works on the Pentateuch is particularly
interesting because it shows 30 well his aim to bettor enable
Jew and Greek to understand each other. This work is a pop-
ular digest of Hosaic law for pagan readers, the first sec-
tion of which shows how the law of Hoses concerning creation ^ 07*_
u
forms to nature. Those writings are characterized by abstract
and florid terms. They show no originality, lack a historic
sense and are indifferent to facts. Exaggerated and fan-
tastic moralizing takes the place of an appreciation of the
natural and simple meaning of the scriptures. All the now
ideas of the Greek period were loosely combined with a mystic
veneration for Judaism and the ancient writings. There was
a thorough loyalty to Judaism, but Plato and Aristotle wore
usee as a means to a bettor co oeption of tne old faith and
an aid to its defense and wider spread, ^hilo wrote: ''Wo
accept death with joy, as if we wore receiving immortality,
rather than allow any Of the customs of our ancestors to be
2
touched.
Wittv the intellect from tne Greeks ana vitality from the
Jews the Jewish-Alexandrian philosophy arrivod at some rather
high religious conceptions. The idea of God was more philoso-
phical than that of the early Hebrews. The personal con-
ception of God was combined with the Matonic doctrine of
"ideas". In other words, "idoaft" dwelt in a distinct person-
1A. jj'airweather- Jesus and the creeks p. 168.
1. Pairweat her-Jesus nd the Greeks p. 169.
2. Ibid. p. 167.
*
"a
ality— CrOO.. The qualities of that Personality were divine and
not human, thus the writers trioc 1 to avoid all language in
the scriptures which attributed bun n oharact ristics to
God. This separatenosa of God ealled for doctrine of inter-
mediaries. Logos was a second God, identical with wisdou,
through whou God would free man's eouX from his body* God was
considered porfoct, free, and unchangeable transcending the
world. Being the source and reason of all good, he was without
limitation. Han's nature was dualistic. The body aa the
prison of the soul was not bad but merely irrational. The
aim of life was to gain freedom of the soul from the body •
This doctrine differed from that of the Stoics in that God's
aid was necessary to acco lish the end. llysticism entered
in, also, since it was th)U.^ht that mortal and Immortal caild
not dwell together, therefore an unconscious stato was a pre-
requisite to seeing God. High moral and religious ideals
were also included in these teachings. Vices ivere rocognizod
and strongly conbattecU God is pAotured as a fnth -r. Lofty
ideals of self-sacrifice and true riches in Heaven make an
1
earthlr liessianic hope unnecessary. Fairwoutker has gone so
far as to gay th t this philosophy resulted in, "the highest
religious literature uninspired by Christianity'.'
The Riso of Religious Groups in Judaism.
In ebrow the name Pharisee is "Perisha" which is do-
rived from the verb "perash" weaning "separv tod". A. Pharisee
is "one who is separated". Separated fron who..: or from what




is unknown* From what is known of th s :'hariseos later, it
is QCanonly iTiferrec' that the name was given them bocause
the;/ were 30 diligent in avoiding all things that wore 6n-
olarod unclean by the law tand all persons whom they consid-
ered loss careful in that matter than they* The definition
given in the Talmud w ich was written later than the Christ-
ian era is "a Pharisee is one who separatee hi. iself from
1
all uncleanness and from eating anything unclean;1 Another
i-ea as to how this group received its naai is th A they
wore scornfully called Pharisees by those who resonted their
attitude of self-righteousness and then later the name was
adopted by the group itself, as happened in the Cuse of tho
Llethodists. Again it may have been chosen by the group as a
noro appropriate name than "Holy"; "Holy" and "separate" were
synonymous char cteristics respectively of God and man. Still
another theory is that tho name was apnlied to the group of
Asidaeans who withdrew from Judas Uaceabaeus when religious
freedom was gained and a legitimate high prie3t was secured.
The n.uo f 'harises may also bo interpreted to mean "distinguish
ed" or "expressed distinctly", and so, there aro s ne who think
that this grcip was so-called because of their ability to make
such precise and minute interpretations of the law. Herford
2
suggests still another theory. The name Pharisee wae first men-
tioned in tho roign of John Hyreanus^ (155-1 05 B. C.) son of
Simon of t e house of tho Hasmoniaiis. t that t! me tho high
priest mado an appeal to the people to hotter ob3orve the
1. Il^ore p. 60,
2, Herford-The Pharisees p. 34.
t
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tithes and rules of cleanliness foand in the Torah. Ag a
result an association was formed for t hat purpose, and four
grades of membership were ostablisho according to the strict-
ness of the pledge taken b the members, She Pharisee's pledge
was the least strict and one had to fulfill the lowest obli-
gations before he could take a higher vow# Thus the 'hariseos
were the largest class in t o cswociaiion and v.ore noxt
to the common people. If this were true it scorns strange to
the author that we hour nothing bout the other cl .ssos in
such an association. Llooie c .invests th t the Ihcrisees were
l the
probably the successors of Hasidim the Pious. In persecution
of Antiochas Epiphanes I •Q:::::ilv<r.y .cnO childycn bo killedA
rathor thai, fight on the Sa bbath. Fighting in solf-dofense
was later allowod on the Sabbath day.
Regardless of the f..*ct that lao orIf in of the Pharisees
remains an uncertainty aa far ag we are concerned, there are
points regarding the nature of this proup of which we aro sure.
The Pharisees wore a popular party. !?hoy greatly outnumbered
any other religious group of their time. henevor tne Phari-
sees were taking sides in a dispute, they seemed to have the
support of the people. £ho experience of Alex., dor Jannaeas
in opposing this group proved the popular power thoy held.
As a rule the Pharisees wore not scholars, although we often
fi.Ad them closely identified with the scribes, fhmj were the
pu>ils of the 3cribes and studied the law just enough to en-
able them to observe it. A popular party cannot be a party of
scholars. Tho scribes led, the Pharisees followed, so their
1. Ihoore p. £54.
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beliefe were the s .ne in general, which fact accounts for
the close identification of the two groups. Also probably
the Majority of the scribes wore Pharisees, thus linking the
two 'TOTjps together
•
Although the Pharisees did enter into political disputes
at ti:.03, they wore not primarily a political party. Reli-
gion w- .s their great concern and the obsorv tion of the law
was tho motive behind their existence. But living under a
hierarchy, as they did, politics and religion wore insepar-
able* v hat often seemed to be a religious motive for dispute
proved to be political in t- e end I This was shown in the
early activities of the Pharisees w ich will be our next study.
It sterna th t at a groat feast, Johv Hyreanus w»s asked
to withdraw from tho high -oriosthood. It is s .id tfc t the
motive for this rsrjuost was that the Pharisees did not like
him« At least he withdrew his allegia ;co from the latter and
took a stand with the Sadduooes. He nullified tho ordinances
of tho Pharisees and punished those who Observed them. An in-
surrection followed which ho suoeessfally suppressed* It is
not certain whether the motive of the uprising was envy of the
king's successor or a renewal of tho await- which existed bo-
lt en hi:., and tho Pharisees. If it was tho latter—and it seems
logical to think it so--then tho hi d tho support of the
people.
Terrible civil strife came with the reign of John TTyreanus'
son, Alexander Jannaeus. Officiating as high priest in the
Fe83t of Tabernacles, the letter neglect e4 part of tho ceroiiony.
A riot followed in the Temple and the rebels attempted in vain
{r
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to put the high priest out of of-ice. Later ,.lexa der's
defeat at the hand of the Arabs encouraged another rebellion.
Again he was successful in suppressing the insurrection, but
i« the meant ine the Arabs had secured a Syrian leader by the
name or Solenoid Demetrius Hukairas to help them dofoat their
enemy, and when thfiry succeeded in doing 30 und the Jews saw
that they were victorious over Alexander, six thousand of t .em
changed their allegiance and joined the ranks of their enemy.
?ity for Alexander was suggested for the motive or this strange
act i Oil, but it seems more likely t fr% t ey saw that their
victory would mean a foreign ruler. At least this made it
possible for Alexander to entirely suppress the rebellion and
ho colobrated his victory by crucifying eight hundred prisoners.
Sight thousand more fled for their lives. Ilodern writers
have assumed th t the opposition was the Pharisees, but the
records do not directly aav so. They were first mo.-;tio ied
in connection with Queen Alexandra* when Alexander Jannaeus
on his death-ber advised her to give power to the Pharisees so
that she might be popular. However, this implies t t his^had
been c .used by doing the opposite, and thus it seems logical
to suppose th.tt modern writers are right in their assumption.
The Queen followed the advice given her and restored the
ordinances of tho Pharisees and gave them a free han&« Along
with others they killed Diogenes who had- been the friend and
counsellor of Alexander and whom they &*0U*ed of advising the
killing of the eight hundred • Before long the nobles inter-
1. Moore p. 65.
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forrod a d tho Queen allowed the Phariaoos to floe the country.
Ox course tho view we get from Josenhus of the early
activities of tha 5h<irisoe,r, pictures only the oonapiououa side
of their lives; that it, the fighting and quarrelling in which
they took part. 3ut war and strife was not the primary object
of their ezisto.ico , and it 3^eraa too bad that the peaceful
aide of their living at thia time io entirely hidden from ua.
We must look to a later tine to learn the nature of the ordin-
ary life of a ^harisoe.
The raoat widely accepted explanation of tho origin of tho
namo"f>adduceo" ia "a follower o : vadok". After Solomon dis-
pl ..ced Abiathar, aa chief priest, boc^u.^o ho joined with Adoni-
jah in trying to sieae tho throne, ho gave that office to 28 lok,
Tho oons of lafcok were to be the only prieats in Ezekiol'a
ideal restoration. Thus the name "Sadduoeea" was given to
those who held tho highest of ices in the priesthood. Of
course it might be that the n^me Paducees was simply the torm
that came to be applied to the priestly nobility with the rise
of the hierarch;/. Still anot her explanation is that ' ad ok and
Boethua, two disciples of Antigomis of Socho, Ag sputod the quoa-
tion of the after-life and their followers took their rcapootive
views and ;>anes, Those who hold "adok's view wore called
Sadduceea while tho followers of 3oethus later became idoati-
fiod with the °harisoes. There is also a possibility that there
was an unknown founder of the rad&ucoos.
Whatever their origin tho Sadducees were, or at least grew
I
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to be, a priestly aristocracy* Wo have no way of knowing
}a$t what per cent of the priesthood belonged to this party
and where the lino was drawn* It soomg unreasonable to sup-
pose that the Levitos were include*. To say the least the
hijh priest and all his family, who hold the highest offices in
the priesthood, v/ere c iof among this group.
It is only i: t aal th i% such a sect co.r.posod of those
who held the ao3t desirable positions in the entire nation,
should bo conaorvative. Any new idea which meant progress and
Change would meet their disapproval. Of course they woro op-
posed to the popular party, the Pharisoes, and one who understands
the nature of tie classes of people who composed these parties
will readily see th-t there were more than dogmatic religious
divisions between them. They stood for two fundamentally dif-
ferent elements in Jo .1 a •• ocioty; namely the nobility and the
stae 3S
•
As fur aa the early activities of the Sad&ucoos are con-
corned there are practically no re Corenoes to them in the rocords.
Ae a group the;/ apparently tooJi no part in the civil strifo of
the last two oanturi.es 3. C. aid thus they are not mentioned by
the writers- who preserved the history of that period. It c oes
not seam presumptuous to suppose that in those struggles the fol-
lower! of the high prie.t \ eluded the Sad&uceoa and thus they
opposoi the 'hariLO'js. Sac: a situation would not lend to the
friendliness of the two groups in the future*
During the second century B. C. there eaiue into promino2T.ee
a third religious group in P lestine called t'.o assonos.
They livod ap rt from oth ?r people in a aeotlon close to Jeru-
S -lorn west of the BfcAA Sea, and in villages over Judoa. Their
r
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e oaiv.unit tea were organize-' on a com..unistic basis. Shay bathed
frequently and '.ore » lte robes, which were never disc rdod
until warn out. They were celibates but adopt od the children
Of others and trained thern. They had thoir own rules for
living and worship which woro painfully observed. They farmed
the land upon which they lived but strove to keep from con-
tamination by contact with the lower orders. Their organ!*
zation resembled tt) t of the Christian monks in later ti .es
but their practices i/ere more ascetic. Both the sources of their
name and the naturo of their origin are hidden In obsourit;/.
1
As has been mentioned before, the tradtion of the law
was carried out through 8access ivo generations by pairs of
colleagues who seemed to hold tbe positions of greatest individ-
ual authority among the scholars of their ti .o. Tho la3t of
these pairs was Shanoai and Hillel. Those men .ore unlike their
prat' ocossors in th t they were unable to come to preemont3
on disputed matters , and although they did not strive to be
heads of rival schools of thought, still the • represented
such vastly differont tendencies in Judaism that the 3cho 'Is
inevitably followed.
Shamraai was a native Judean while while 'lillel came from
Eabylonia aftor he was grown. It is very likely that Hillel
v/as a student of tho law before coming to Jerusalem and oame
to study under Shemaiah and Abtalion, the colleagues who pre-
coded Shammai and hi. self. Since in Jerusalem was to bo
found tho fountain-head of tradition upon which one could
roadily draw for oonclasions, it does not seem likely th t one
r
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who had done all his studying In Jerusalem should originate
a formula such as Hillol' s Seven Hulos. These come to bo the
nom for arriving at conclusions from the written law, ana
thus it 3oems prob-blo t < | at lo ot the idea of it, originated
in Babylon whore the need for such Ml "-router than in Jerusalem.
The temperaments of these men were strikingl difforont
•
Shammai was a storn uncompromising type; very conservative of the
lettor of the law, due more to traditional principle than
to a harsher disposition. The Iiishaa records that on the
birth of a grandchild during the Feu3t or the 5C*bern..clo
he had the ceiling romovod and the room roofed in with boughs,
so that the infant too might koop the festival.
On the othor hand, Hillol was of a gentler nature. He
was concerned with the welfare of men as well as of the law
and thus he took account of actual conditions. For example
,
since he saw th t the law concerning the year of rele, so and
cancellation or debts was working hardships in his day, he
;"evisod what is called "?ro±»ul' T which left the law uncf.anrrod
1
but protected the creditor from loss. Hillol also tried to
establish harmony bftaroen tr ait ion and the scripture, pro-
bably to silence the Sadduceos in their contention that tr^--
dtition was void of authority. One of his procents reflects
the character of Ilillel: "Be a disciole oi Aaron, seek peace,
2
love men, and devote ti.yself to the tudy of the law." Hillel
differed I rom other law scholars of his day in that ho sometimes
based his conclusions upon reason instead of upon tradition
1. Moore p. 81.
2. Fairweather~-The Background of the Gospels p. 189.
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alono. It is told that t' • oldors of Bathyra were in doubt
as to whether the fourteenth of Uisan fell on ft Sabbath, the
slaughter and preparation of tho Paschal victim was an obli-
gation superior to the Fabbatical prohibition of labor.
They thought that Hillel, as a pupil of Fhemaiah and Ablation,
might be ablo to tell thf tradition on that point* But instoad
of giving the tradition they asked when consult od, he dononstrat
ed by throe distinct arguments that the Passuvor tool: precodoneo
over the Fabbath. ith contoapt they exclaimed, "How could we
ezpect anything from a Babylonian J" 'Jhey argued with him all
day until ho finally said,"?hus I hoard it free Fheinaiah and
Ablation." 7he tloy oloctecl him their president and he replied,
"If you had usod the opportunities for studying under these
two great scholars that taught in your country, you would not
1.
heave need to call in a Babylonian!"
It is true that those two great men represented two
i/endoncies in tho study of the law, but in reality their points
r>E
of difference, which the Talmud numfrorod three hundred, wore
what we would re/rard as mere trifles; sue': as, v;hothor it was
lawful to eat an egg laid on a feast day. In their seal for the
laer they made two law3. uut of their differences grew up the
rabbinical conferences at which they discussed disputod joints
and voted for a conclusion. Tuch arguments were often very
heated and bitter. I'ince the Sadducees were mainly confined
to th« Tom lo, thi3 division among tho scribes virtually amount-
ed to a split in the Pharisaic party. Points of difference
between these schools fillod a large olaco in the Jewish tradit-
ions of Jesus' day.
1. :'oorc 1.79.
2. ilkid. p. 02.
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THE HA3P0HE OF JUDAIS:: 127 JMSUS 1 DAY
Scriptural Interpretation
Sinoo the basla of Judaism was the law, it is well to
open our st&dy of the n ture of the Judciicn of Jesus' day
with a consideration of the branches of scriptural interpret-
ation as they existed in the period with which we are dealing
•
'r
::idrash T' is simply a torn, meaning a scientific explanation
of the scripture, which was applied to all interpretations
fulfilling its meaning* "Uishna" was oral tradition which
in later centuries was committed to writing and oallod by
the same name. The Talmuds (Babylonian and Palestinian)
were elaborations of the -lis na. All scribal activity con-
cerning the scriptures was at=4hia time included at this
time uador the titles of Halachah and Haggadah.
Halachah is the term applied to the procepts and inter-
pretations of the written law pertaining to both social and
individual living. After the establishment of the priootly
code by Ezra, the law had to be interpreted to fit the parti-
cular cases as questions arone. The extent ancl range of each
law had to be determined. To what cases in life did a par-
ticular precept apply? What consequences would result? \7hat
coulee done to assure the observance of each oommandm^nt?
But this analysis of the written text was only the begin-
ning of the task of the scribos. Thoro worn man: r so-called
"difjicj.lt .103" to solve. Direct contr dictions in tho logal
oode itself had to bo explained satisf ctorily, for the law
c
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was truth in its finality, and could contain only harmony.
Also, sometimes the requirements of the lav/ were entirely
inconsistent with actual life, and again harmony must be
sought without sacrificing the law* However, the most num*
erous difficulties grew out of the incompleteness of the law
itself. Since in theory the law was a perfect guide for
living, it was necossary thcit it furnish instructions for
action under all circumstances. This task was a source of
inexhaustible labor. There wore two ways of accomplishing
it in a given o-se; (1) by inferring from already recognised
dogmas and (2) by establishing an already exist lag tradition.
The results of all the above mentioned law intorpretat ion
could be classified as L'idrash.
Howevor, there was a considerable portion of what later
became valid law, which had no connection with the writton
cotfe. A certain act might simply be a custom but when it
had boon used long enough that it could be s .id that it had
always been so, the reco.~ ized teachers would confirm it,
thus making it a binding law. It was this branch of law
which, at least in the times of Jesus, was the Oral Tradi-
tion or Unwritten Lav;. The common term, "Tradition of the
alders" is also applied hore.
Within this Oral tradition v/ere throe categories, the fir
of which had the greatest dogreo of authority while the third
had the lowost: (1) traditional enactments definitely
tr eed back to Hoses, (2) tho groat body of tradition proper,
and (5) those precepts known as "the appointments of the
r
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scribos". Strange aa it Oft? seen this lav/ of o as torn was
quite binding as tho written lorah. In fact a parti-
cslar dedision of the Sanhearin v/as : that opposition to
the tradition of the Elders was a greater offence than
opposition to the written decrees, because tho former,
feslng tho authentic exposition and completion of the lattor,
1
was tho ultimata authority*
The mtu2'o of tho Halachah was such that it could nevor
bo finished* New enactments and new customs v; to always
forth-coming aa the passing of ti::.e brought different usages
ana requirement 3. So it was that at any part icular stare of
development , it w^s necessary to make a distinction betwoon
what was already Valid and what had merely boon disoovorod
by tho inferences of the scribes. T o^dor th t a precept
mifrht be admitted to the Halachah as binding law, it was neces-
sary that the majority of the recognized scholars should
decide in its favor, 3ut t once it had pained admittance, it
must be unconditionally obeyed thosfh ninety-nine bo against
it tooA only one for it. It was this principle which Lki.de
po sible the unity of practice characteristic of Judaism.
Even tho difficulties which grew out of the separation of
the schools of Shammai and Hillel wore by this method over-
come In 11 tst
In s lit* of the fact that Oral Tradition differed vastly
from tiie v.Titten law, the latter KM formerly held as the
suprome rule from which all legal axioms must be derived.




Thus it Toll upon the scribes to find textual proof for every
precept. It was to aid in t .is bra .ch of activity, th.t
Hillel's seven rules were advancer!, aad they so r-rew in favor
and e steam th-.t finally every orthodox Jow recited them
1
each morning as a part of his devotions.
The subject ;iattor with which the II,,l ; e ". concerned
itsolf was theoretically at loast, identical with that in the
Torah. It is not surprising to know that the law pertaining
to ritual filled a larger space than any other subject. After
establishing by law, the manner in which God wanted to bo
honored, this department developed iato detailed procopts con-
cerning (1) the s acrificial rituaj.; (2) the celebration of
ioly d . ys» especially the Sabbath and t o annual feasts such
as tho Pasrovor, Pentecost and the Tabernacles; (S) the tri-
bute for the Temple and pries thood— .'hirst fruits, heave of-
ferings, tithes, the first born, the half-shekel tribute, vows,
fjree-vd.il offerings and all matters pertaining to these; and
(4) various other appointments among which the most important
wore tho laws concerning the clean and unclean*
Another department acoording to subject matter was
civil oai criminal law* Although the principles along this
line fouad in the Ilosaic law, would form an adequate basis
for ft rathnr complete code, they were not at all ooually de-
veloped* Llarriage laws received the most el- .borate treat aont
,
partly because their nature would permit sach, and partly be-
cause they ore more closely co ia octet? wiih religion, "ho rost
1. Schurer Vol. I p. 237
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of oivil law was not so f olly worked out while criminal law
received oven lose emphasis* Practically no offort was spent
on public law duo to the political circumstances and to tho
lack of a found;.. ti on in tho law of Moses*
Tho second gre- t division of Jewish interpretation
of scriptures was callod "Baggada". Horford defines it as,
"The interpretation of tho scriptures not for the regulation
1
of conduct but for edification in general". It was an elaboration
of the historical and narrative portions of the sacred text.
In that day they might have s .oken of it as the modernizing
of what was originally ~iven t to fit the views and needs of
the tiaes* A small portion of this department might be
termed midrash, since it wa3 thought to be scientific inter-
pretation; for example, several historical statements might
be taken from different parts of the scripture and combined
in such a ?/ay that one completed another, or a prophotic ut-
toranco might be isolated from its context and so manipulated
a3 to form a dogma. How over, this stricter kind of treatment
formed only a saall portion of the body of Haggadah*
In this larger department of froe religious speculation,
rules and methods wore practic ally out of question. Bosidos
the lack of strict reflations for interpretation, the nrin-
ciple of a careful adherence to tradition was also entirely
absent here* The natural result was th t in this branch of
activity religious f acy and unbridled imagination were al-
lowed free range* The only rule which was binding in this work
1. Herford- Tho Pharisees, p* 82*
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was that the investigator had the right to make anything
of a passage of scripture which his wit and understanding
would allow him to do. In speaking of the estrone contrast
between the roquir omenta placed upon an interpretation in
these two branches of religious work ( Halachah and Raggadoft)
So! rarer writes: "Religious faith was comparatively froo, xt. ilo
1
action was all the more strictly shackled''. Judaism laid
the chief stress upon the correctness of action and allowed
co parativoly free play in the sphere of the development of
roligious notions.
As a result of this freedom we find here a m ich greater
variety of tre -tnent. TIerford suggests that "almost anything
but ooarse jesting" was eligible for admittance into tho Hag-
s'
gadah. Stories, parables, fancios, legends, myths, and alle-
gories wore all characteristic hero. Changes of thought wore
more rapid in this sphere of ?/ork because they v;ero not Halted
by the necessity of a iflajority voto of a conservative body,
but were simply dependent upon the ideas and feelingc of
individuals* A third result of this freedom was that there
was much greater possibility for the intrusion of foreign
influences. It will bo easy to see the truth of t o stato icnt
as we take up the study of the doctrines of Judaism later in
this thesis. Another tendency vh ich resulted from this froo
play of imagination was to lay tho groater stress on t he non-
essentials of religion. Schurer uses a vivid figure of speech
1. Schurer Vol. I p. 348.
2. Herford-Cho Pharisees p. 82.
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in presenting this ldoa; "It was In entire consistency
gnecial preference was shown for dealing with
with this tendency of the whole dcvolo pne it, that^auoh objects
as lay moro at the circumference t yan in tho center of religious
life, ?'ith tho temporally and locally transcendent, with the tfat-
uro and the heavenly world. ?or tho weaker the power of genu*
ino religion, the more would fancy and reflection novo from
the center to tho circumference , and the more would sttftfa objects
bo dett; chod from thoir central points and aecuire an indopend-
ent val .ie and interest. ,T Herein lies? the source of oschatalo^y.
Further, it wae due to this--: liberty of spoculati on as coupled
with the strictness of law interpret iat ion, that the whole body
of religious ideas in tho timo of Jesus received en one hand a
fanoifal, and on the other hand, a scholastic character* The
subject matter of tho Hagsadah naturally h«s a very wide range*
Let; us turn our attention to investi'v^te thie point •
As a rulo history w s trn tod wit> the motive of proving
what the scholar of a later tine thought Wight to haYfl boon ,
rogardloa.. of frets. Oar best example of this ty.;^o of work
is that of the Chronicler whop a supreme motiYt W • s to es-
tablish and uphold tho priestly order, am? thus he added to
the earlier records many stories to show hew certain picas
kiag9a especially David M o imported and ganerouely provided for
the priestly ritual. The oreat ion story formed the baa is for
a great deal of spe dilation. If a scribe felt that the story
he
as found it did not mention all that he fait had to ha created,
he simply added his list to what wjs there an! 3aid nothing
1. I Chronicle;! 12:39,40; 15:1-14; 15:16-24; 16:4-6; 16:37-45.




about it. Man;/ legends surround tho live;, of prominent 31 bio
characters M QjWi -rid the patriarchs. The Book of ?,nooh
was so named bocaus o ?jioch in tho scriptures, who w.s mir-
aculously translated to Heaven, soomec'' especially adapted
for roveallng heavenly mysteries to men. Of course Hosos
and his ago wore surrounded with the brightest halo. To us
such alterations of history seem altogether wrong, but we
oust not .rnvwo** that the scribes held a similar view* On
the contrary, they wore flndoubtedly very sincere^ and thought
thoy wore Improving the scripture by making them fit tho needs
of tnoir ssge.
lloral and religious pas? ros of scripture were treated
the same as history. 'Tore Imagination was • vory fertile
source for new ideas and it to . k the lead of stricter inter-
pret tions, the latter developing in the same direction as
the former. This section of the Haggadah dealt with moral
obli~otio:i, the nature of sin, and tho theories of repentance
and atonemont.
Philosophical problems wore also discussed. Row could
man concoivo the revelation of God? How oould it bo possible
for God to have an influence upon the world without being
drawn down into the finite? How could there bo evil in a
world created and governed by God?
Previous national experience, coupled with the play of
an unfettered religious fancy, gave rice to an abundance of
ideas co (Corning the realization of the salvation of Israel in




some future Moriod of the e rth'a history. 'ietures of the
conditions prior to tho great change, tho requirements nocoss-ry
to fulfill before 8 1vat ion cvold be expocted, means and
forces together with descriptions of the upheaval proper,
and most particularly tho glory of the age that would follow,
/ore elaborately devoloped.
Likewise leanned reflection and inventive fancy readily
applied themselves to the heavenly world. The naturo and
attributes of God, heaven as his abode, his ministers and
their chr.ractors and functions, and tho world, all received
oonsld -rat ion. With this view of Haggadah we need not ar-
gue l%i importance as the source of tho doctrinal faith
of Judaism.
Institutions of Judaism.
The basic institution of any oeoplo or religion is tho
homo. If course, the primary function of the homo was not
to perpetuate Judaism, novortheless it did c >rvo very ef-
fectively to give instruction and toach t :o observe, ice of
the law, Every loyal Jo- who was the parent of a child was
of
bound by lav/ to teach tint child the knowledge; . and obodionco
1
to the Torah. Josephus ropeato ly oommonfled the seal with
which the Jewish parents instructed thoir young: "u'e take
most pain3 of all v/ith the instruction of children, and es-
teom the observation of the laws, and the piety correspond-
n
ing with them, the most important affair of our whole life"
1. Douteronomy 6:4f.
2. Sohurer Vol. II p. 47.
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"Bur for our peoalo if anybody do but ask one of thon bo tit
our laws, he will more readily tell them all than he will
tell his own name, and this in conse mom of oar having loarn-
ed thorn i:xiec1 lately as soon as we became sensible of any-
thing and of our having then, as it were, engraver n on our
1
souls."* As so3n as a child was old ono ?gh to talk he was
taught to repeat Hear Israel: Jehovah our God is one
Jehovah: and thou shalt lovo -T«Mvah,. thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul and with all thy might."
'Over the doorpost of every Jewish home .hung a parch-
ment upon which waa written the name of Jehov h. Y.'hether
coming into or going from the house, ono must totioh the
sacrod Aame with the fingers and then touch then to the
lips. As the Sabbath approac":ied the Jewish household was
astir. The meal had to be prepared before hand; the Sab-
bath lamp must be lighted at the proper time, and a portion
of the dough mast be set apart for* the houooholcl. TTot only
wore the Jewish tots fsmillar with such activity, but the
parents were bound to teach the observation of the Sabbath.
WortheimOTi children were bound by the law to the usual
prayer and prayer at the table. Hone instruction made thi3
possible, "he feasts and fasts must have made their im-
pressions; and boys were rev aired to attond the chief festi-
vals at a very young age, particularly the Feast of the
Tabernacles. Y'e could also imagine the stories told at
1. Hinsdale, A. 3.-Jesus as a Teacher p. 34.
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mother's kneo of the heros, Tire 3 , priests, nrophots, kings,
poets, v/isemen and patriots f all taken from the sacred
scriptures •
530 wo see the Jewish home as an efficient basis for
popular cduoat ion t such as that of which no other oriental
people co aid boa3t. In fact it -seems ver;T doubtful whether
Civilisation has brought to any people of modern tines a
sore offsotIt* foundation for religions education*
ve have no definite proof that at the tir.io of Joeus
there wore established elementary schools in nearly all
the towns of Judea which children of the t'^cs of six and1
seven wore ei-pectod to attend. However authorities are prot-
1
ty well agreed that such was the ease ere" it seams nont
reasonable to suppose so. Wo know that there was compul-
sory education in the time of -Tesus sor. of Gamaliel 63-
o
65 i • D. Rxe success of the priestly code was directly do-
pendent upon popular knowledge of the law* One or the chief
branches of scribal activity was to °aivo instruction, and
It was primarily through the synagogue that this was ae-
eompllehod* Thus it is reasonable to suppose that, so long
a ti.no after the establishment of the Priestly Code, as the
opening of the Christian era, there was a rather well de-
veloped system of schools for Instruction in the law. As
soon a3 a child was old enough the study of the lav; began
with raemorizing the Phenafcree-."1 ) , then short s tying* and then
the psalms. Also there was a special text committed for
1. Schurer Vol IX p. 49
2, Ibid. p. 49
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Birthdays* The faot that forgotfulnoss and Ignorance woro
abhorred by every Jew usually served to make a child diligent
in his studies.
Of course the primary aim of all this zeal for the in-
struction of youths was the inculcation of the law upon the
minds and heart3 of all Jews. Thus it is evident that tho sub-
ject matter was limited to the Book of tho lav/. Host of the
work wa3 in the form of drills for memorization. However,
great importance was attached to the reading of the scripture,
and so instruction in reading was a necessary part of the
elementary curriculum. The art of writing was more difficult
arid professional and probably was not generally taught to
children. Classes met in the synagogue on week-days and
el30 on Sabbath afternoons. T.'hen a Jewish boy first showed
signs of manhood or puberty, he became bound to observe the
full law, and thus was entitled to all the rights, and oblig-
ed to perform all tho duties of a full-grov/n Israelite.
Later, thirteen years was fixed as the definite tiio for this
change, but likely in the time of Jesus there was no fixed
age. It is plain to see that such a requirement would mako
essential, a very effective elomo .tary education in tho
matters of law observance.
3esides ar> elomeriteiry training in the synagogue 3chool,
it was the idoal of legal Judaism t tat ever;/ Israelite should
have a professional acquaintance with the lav/. Of course,
this was not possible for all,bocauso such would demand too
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large a portion of the time and efforts of the working class
of people. However, the soribe3 even as far back as the uon
of the- Great Synagogue had adopted the motto: "Bring up many-
scholars" and they strove to impart their knowleago to the
greatest possible number of people. The famous rabbis would
assomble about them, great numbers of youths and teach them
by tedious drills of memorization, the precepts of tho law#
SUBQT of those classes net in the synagogues. In Jerusalem,
of course, the outer courts of the Temple served as class
rooms. The teacher was on as elevation while his pupils
sat on tho ground around him. Ono receiving such profession-
al training had two chief duties: (1) to keen faithfully in
memory all that had been taught him and (2) never to teach
anything otherwise than it had been deliverer to him. This
latter requirement resulted in the profoundest respect of
pupil for teachor. However nupils were allowed to propose
questions for discussion and decisions were derived either
by vote of the class or by answer from the teacher. Oral tra-
dition was entiroly carried in thi3 manner.
Tli 3 probable origin of the synagogue has already been
suggested* fflth the people of the exile, the Sabot* th assem-
blages doubtless filled a great need in their lives as a
method of giving expression to their deep religious feelings.
But worship, especially later in Judea, was not tho primary
ai. i of thoso services. It was , rather, instruct ion in the law,
which was essential to the servieos of the new religious
I
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system* )therwise the general establishment of the s ynagogue
would not have been ecosnary in the real orod Jewish com-
munity, for there was then a much moro elaborate worship
system in concoction with the Jerusalem Temple than existed
before its dosiruet ion* Tho Sabbath synagogue sorvice was
1
a well established, institution in I'cw I#stenent times*
In all orobability the organisation ox the synagogue Ml
very closely connected to that of the civil community,
especially in localities where the population was entirely
Jewish* In largo cities oomposse! of many nationalities, the
religious organization, was necessarily separ te and distinct
from civil functions* In other words in the ordinary Jew-
ish locality the elders of the community wore also the elders
of the synagogue*
The general direction of the affairs of tho congrega-
tion was in the hands of these "elders". 1th them lay tho
power of discipline in individual oases* Bxpulslon from tho
congregation was the punishment for ft serious misdemeanor* This
differed from the early Christian church ai.nco, In the letter,
3
only tho group as a whole had such powers of exc .. muunicat ion*
Besides those officers for the general manag naent of
the affairs of tho congregation, spocial officers were ap-
t> pointed for special duties, The "Ruler of tho Synagogue1
'
was choson to care for the external order of the public
worship, ane. the provision of all necessary materials* He
was not concerned with the affairs of the community but
1* Hark 1:21, 6:2; Luke 4:16,21,6:6; Acts K:14, 15:21.
2. Scharer Vol* II p. 58.
3. I Cor. 5xl3«
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3inply was conductor of tho assembly for worship. It was
he who appointed tho persons to read the scriptures and
1
prayer3 and summoned a preacher for the occasion. It was
his responsibility to s^e that nothing unbecoming to tho
2
service occurred and also ho had charge of the building.
The "receivers of alms" had nothing to do with the service
as such but they collected tho gifts for the poor at the
synagogue. Both Btmey and products were received and dis-
tributed by them. Each house of worship had a "minister"
who was literally the servant of the congregation. Such
duties, as bringing out the rolls of scriptures for tho sor-
vicos and then putting them away again, executing scourging
as punishment, and teaching the children to read, wore his.
/.though they were not officers, there wore appointed "ten
unemployed men" who, for a fee made it their business to bo
present always at the services, for the purpose of making
the required, numbor of ten members for a religious assembly.
One peculiarity of the synagogue organization was that
no special officers were appointed to perform tho acts proper
of the worship service, at lca3t not as early as the ti ie of
Jos is . The reading of the scriptures, the praying and tho
preaching were freely carried out in turn by different mem-
bers of the congregation. Jesus and Paul both took parts
in the synagogue worship.
Tho synagogue building was preferably loc ted outside
of the cit:/ near a river or on tho sea shore for convenience





attending worship. The nice and architecture of the
buildings were not at all uniform* There is little proof
that they were roofless, although on their fast day3, the




a synagogue in every town of Palestine
in the tlma of Jesus, and a considerable number in the large
cities, such ao, sixty-one in Jerusalem*
The fittings of the synagogue were very si.rple. The
rolls of the law and the sacred books wore wrapped i: linen,
laid in a case, and kept in a closet. The reading desk
stool on an elevated platform from which the scriptures wore
read and the preaching delivered* There were al30 lamps*
A trombone was indispons .ble for use on the first day of the
year and a trumpet was blown for the feast days.
The congregation sat in an appointed order. The dis-
tinction of a member was marked by the relative nearness of
his soat toward the front, Men and women Bat apart. If
there was a leper in the community he was given a special
division of the room.
The service was opened by the recitation of the Shema
which was really a confession of faith consisting of three
scriptural passages, Doutoronony 4:4-9, 11:15-21 and numbers
15:37-41, together vlth benedictions before and after. This
was followed by tho residing of tho prayer during which all
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stood with facos turned toward Jerusalem, the city of
the Holy of Holies. Only the porson chosen by the ruler of
the synagogue uttered the prayer, which he did standing In
front of the chost where ^ore kept the rolls of the law*
From thi3 custom came our express! m to "load in p»ayer".
3very adult member of the congregation was competent to do this
The scripture lessons, one from tho Pentateuch and one
from the prophets wore likewise read by members of tho congre-
gation* .Minors were allowed this privilege but priests and
Levites were given first preference. In Palestine on the
Sabbath at least seven wore summoned to take part in tho read-
ing, each person reading at least three vorses—they could
not ropoat thorn from memory. The Pentateuch was divided
into 154 sections and a cjcle of three years waa required
to cover tho consecutive lessons. Following tho reading
from the Torah, one person read a selection from t. e pro-
phets. This lesson was omitted at week-day and Sabbath
aftornoon services. Accompanying the reading of the scriptures
was a continuous translation from Tlebrow into Aramaic. It
is not certain whether tho translator was a permanent official
or simply a competent member of the congregation.
The scripture lessons v.- ere followed by a sermon or
lecture in which the former v.ero explained and applied.
The preacher who was also chosen for the occasion, sat on an
elevation. Luke 4:20f tolls how Je3us read from Isaiah,
standing, and then sat down before giving his explanation.
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The service wag closed with a bless ing, providing ft priest
was present to pronounce it. If not, a closing prayer was
made in its stead. Besides the Sabbath morning services
there was worship Monday, Friday and Sabbath afternoon •
The value of the synagogue in perpetuating Judaism cr. i-
not be over-estimated* The primary object of its services
was to hoar the law and read it accurately. The people
generally were dope dent upon the synagogue for the rudimentary
knowledge of the lav; necessary to every Jew* Besides giving
instruction the synagogue wag a house of prayer whore loyal
hearts could commune with God ap .rt from priestly ritual.
It was the people's institution. Fairweathor's evaluation
of the synagogue follows: "It is olear, therefore, that the
synagogue was school and a.:nv?h in one; and in view of the
two great functions which it discharged , its value for the
religious life of Judaism can scarcely be over-estimated.
It enjoyed gro^t popularity and had great influence, llore
than any other agenc:,- , it helped to bind Judaism into a uni-
form and compact whole. By fostering distinction between
priests and laity, and by its democratic basis, saved
religion from the domination of the learned. It created al30
a new conception of worship, in accorda;ic with which prayor
took the place of animal sacrifice, and spiritual edification
was derived from the study of God's ord. Cht Sabbath was
freed from its ceremonial character and transformed into a
day of hallowed fellowship* For the devout Jew the Temple
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and its ritual v?oro no longer - nocosait;,-* 11 t i; = v~..s tho
fruit of that uoot t.voloal Illustration of tho genius
1
JodolCLj—t!io arnafroc -to* ** It is also significant prali o coo-
ing Trail tho pen of T&rford dhftn ho TTritea that Jesus never
2
critieisod thio institution*
Froa our previous vlou of tho Temple and tho priesthood
as it gas at tho close of tho Persian period tm got general
picture of tho conditions in thin respect, existing in
Jesus' -he Teaplo BBfl tho nation L a 'net u; ,r- of "oho-
vah and tho aolo place for offaring sacrifice* 1 o priesthood
was a sacred ordor whose purpose v.as to serve the poo lo
by offering tholr sacrifices to Sod. .dalttmco into the
order waa dependent upon a perfect physique and a proper pedi-
jgfjf Lovitoa also uoro rocuirod to prove their do3eo dance
theoretically fro. ; the tribe, of r^vi. Jocophuc cr'^T'c
8
ho fauod hi^.podigroe rocordod in "tho public arehivos%
I ao it is lUteely that public rocords wore kept for this
purpose* fho high prloat of courao was tho Jewish ruler9
and hia fatally held tho boat positions under hia. Che
tawnty-fcur coursos of prioato who served in rotation had
boon sub-dividou in Josua'ti :0 and a "ho. ^ " prooiSod over
aach division and c ib-&ivision* 3io iuportar.ee and influence
of these Various groups was by no ac-uic; o ual* :::.oao ooci. 1
differences boc xio so gro .t tin it in tine the nore influential
wont to the lengths of taking tho tithes froa tho lower
prioato # mad thus lo ving the latter to staxvo* It is neod-
1* fairwoather-Tho Tac^grounl of tho '*ooy>olo p* : 7*
2* Herford- fho liariaooa . I'/)*
3* Sohuror ~ol* II p. 210*
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less to suggest that the relatives of tho nigh priest ranked
highest in prestige. As a result ox such differences of rank,
the political sympathies of those circles v:ero variod, the
lowor orders favor ing revolution and change while those of
high rank bittorly opposed such. Thus it was that in Jesus
f
day we find 3omo of the ordinary priests in sympathy with
the Pharisees rather than the Sadducee3,
The marriage regulations required that a priest marry
only an undefiled Jewish virgin or widow. A high prl ost
could not evon marry a widow hut only a pure virgin. However,
in neither case was it required that the woman bo of a priestly
family.
One of the greatest reasons for the growth of the powor
and influence of the priesthood was that with the establish-
ment of tho Priestly Codo t the mterial we 1th of the priests
was increasec almost beyo d measure. By the tiae of the Christ-
ian era the law wa3 so wo11 rooted and deeply revered that
even those who felt the great injustice of its provisions
4sred not utter a word ag Inst the 3;,cred law.
Certain offerings were "most holy" and as such had to
be eaten in the i.ner court of Hie Temple, Thus tho relatives
could not share them. These Wore the entire sin-offerings
and trespass offerings; all, but a small portion of
meat-offerings which had to be burned on the altar; and tho
shewbread ^fter 3t tying in the Temple for a wcok. Of tho
thank-offering, the breast and tho right shoulder went to tho
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priest, while the remainder was eaten by the offerer. The
priost's portion could be eaten in a "clean place" and so
his family could share it. The skins of the victii.13 for
burnt-offerings we»e comparatively meager remunerat ion, but
even then were a considerable revenue for the priests since
this typo of offering was a very freguent sacrifice.
The bulk of the "riest's income was in tho form of duos
paid independent of sacrifices. An interest in? custom grew
up with the offering of the "seven kinds" of products of
the soil named in Deuteronomy 8:8. On this occasion all the
people of a district assembled in tho principal town and formed
a procession to Jerusalem. At its head was the ox which
would form tho festive offering with its horns gilded and
garlands of olive branches on them. Pipes wore blown and
groat merry-making characterized tho march. As they entered
tho courts of the Temple, the Levites sang the thirtieth
p3alm. Then each person in turn repeated the confess ion
found in Deuteronomy 26:5-10 and presented tho priest with
his basket, laden with the choicest grains, wines, and fruits.
Another offering of products of ground and trees was
called "terumah" and was supposed to be a free religious
expression of no specified amount, si though ono-fiftioth of
the whole yield came to be tho expected average. Besides
these T,evRrvthing which may be used as food and is culti-
vated and grows out of the earth is liable to tithe V accord-
ing to tho -Mishna. This was a very large source of rove uie
but went to tho fceaitos who in turn gave a tithe of the tithe
f
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to the priests. The ownors saved oat a second tithe which
was used for their own benefit in the form of a sacrificial
feast in Jerusalem. Another offering called "challah" was
in the form of doigh for bread made of either wheat, barley,
spelt, oats or rye. One-twonty-fourth part was required
of an individual, while public bakers gave one-forty-eighth.
There were throe different kinds of regular offerings
from the gearing of cattle: (1) the male first-born, of clean
animals, i.e. cattle, sheep and goats; of unclean animals, i.e.
horses, asses, camels; and of man. The first man child had
to be ransomed by the paymont of a tax of five shekels | (2)
Of all flesh that was slaughtered for ordinary uso, the priosts
recoivod the shoulder, two cheeks and the stomachy and again
fo) a portion of the proceeds from shoop-s hearing, whom on
owner had many sheep, added to tho oriestly revenue.
Besides the regular offerings mentioned an endless
number of occasions called for special sacrifices. These
included: (1) consecration vows—fifty shekels for a man and
thirty for a woman or else equivalent property; (2) a special
consecration vow called the "ban", i.e. property irredeem-
ably devoted to the sanctuary; (3) indemnity for unlawful pos-
session of another's property whoso identity was lost.
Only a small portion of vows went to tho priests.
Another class of offerings was to defray tho expenses
of tho Temple worship. A half shekel tax was required of
every Jewish man twenty years of age. It had to be paid in the
»t
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early mUl'Wf standard money in the month of Adarfabout
Lr.rch), It v/a3 gathered In each community and sent to Jeru-
salem in its name. This was used in defraying oxt>ensos of the
daily burnt-offerings and other sacrifices offered in the
name of the people. It wa3 further required that families
furnish offerings of so much wo.fi for the altar. Prom the
rich came the free-will offerings which wore an added
source of wealth for the Tonnle.
We have already suggested the virtual liingshlp of the
high priest and his corresponding power and authority. As
fas ae the Temple ritual was concerned he van 'round by lav:
to offioi vbo only on the Great ray of Atonement when the
groat sin-offering of the people was marie. However, he
usually chose to officiate on festive occasions, ?To was
most gorgeously attired when oxercisin^ his functions oxcopt
When he entered the Holy of Holies on the T)ay of Atonement
at which timo he wore a simr>lo white dress of expensive linon,
Kext in rani: to the hi~b priest Wfm one chosen to bo
"segan" who was to be ready to take the place of the high
priest on the Gfreat ly of Atonement in caso of accld3nt
which might prevent the latter from officiating. This office
was probably identified ;vith that of "captain of t^e Temple,"
whose business it t?as to superintend the oreservi.n'- of order
1
in and around the IFemple,
Next in rank were the presidents ox the twenty-four
leading divisions and after them the heads of the sub-dlvi3ions
1, Acts 4:l f If: 24.
f(
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These priests had to sponsor the rerular functions of the
priesthood which were o?" throe categories* (1) The care of
tiio To i lo property; such ag the sacrificial utensils, the
curtains and prio3tfe garments, the nat iral products and
large numa of money. Tro surer3 wore appointod to care for
the money which wao k >pt in the inner court and reruirod
constant guarding and handling. (2) A largo staff of of-
ficials was required for police duty. The outer court was
guarded by the doorkeepers of the Levitos. Bosidos those,
watchmen patrolled by night ;nd day to see that order TO
seemly. The steps to the rectangular inner court were guarded
by the priosts. The railing at the foot of the stairs marked
the placo beyond vhich no Pontile could pass undor penalty of
death. The Homans allowed this sentence to be executed even
1
in cases when the offenders ore HNMfiS citizens. Tho cap-
tain of the Temple would go around at night to soo that the
guards were not sleeping at their posts. Tho openings and
closing of tho gi.tes required the aorvice3 of two hundred men.
An officer was appointee whose special duty it wa3 to super-
intend the shutting of tho gates. Tho hoys were kept by
the alders of tho division of priests who wore serving on
watch duty within the court. The gates were ordinarily
opened a littlo before day-break since it wag required that
the Beaming sacrifice bo offered at that time. During nas3-
over they wore opened as early as midnight.
The duties in connection with the act 3 of worship proper
1. Sohurer Vol I I p. 2t6.
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wore of course per "ormed by tho priests and Levites. There
wore a number of special ntatee officers for particular
duties; i. e. taking charge of (1) tho casting of lots,
(2) the buying of birds for sacrificing, (3) preparing the
shewbread, UUS (4) frankincense, (5) sounding a cymbal to
commence the music, (6) caring for the voils and (7) priest's
garments and (8) taking charge of the psalmody. Besides
there were: (S) a temple physician, (10) a master of the
wells and (11) a herald, whose voice v;as so powerful it
could be heard in Jericho,
[The musicians (Levites) accompanied the daily burnt-
offering. The opeziing signal was struck on the cymbal by
a priest. Two 3tringod instruments, the psalter and the harp
accompanied the singing. Heed pipes wore added on tho oc-
casionalf tho annual feasts. The Levites were not allowed
to blow the trumpets which formed an added accompaniment to
the services; thus, the priests were the trumpeters. Also
the dawn of the Sabbath was announced from the roof of tho
Temple by the blowing of trumpets.
There is little mention made of Temple slaves at the
time of Je3U8. There ore 30-called "servants" which seem
to be very closely identifiod with the Levites in general.
Boys belonging to c.ia priestly families, also performed many
menial dutios.
As has been suggested, both the priosts and Levites
were divided Into twonty-foar courses. These served v/oekly
starting on tho Sabbath in time for the ovoning offering and
(
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finiehlng with the following Sabbath Barging offering and
special offerings. BU7lQg th« throo lesfling annual festivals
{Passover, "entocoet and tabernacles) all the courses
served ::laultaneou3ly» 2aoh sub-division of the priests ser-
ved Tor a division of the week and lots ? r«re cast early each
morning to determine which duties would be performed by
which per so nfi« rhe people also were divided into twenty-four
courses whlah took turns by wooks in coning before Ck>d with
their oaciificos. A division of the people performing this
duty called a "station", '.:as not req-.ilred to 50 up to .Jeru-
salem in its entirety* Instead a delegation representa& the
group at the Temple while tho rest assembled themselves in
the nearby synagogues engaging In prayer and the reading of
the scriptures*
Then officiating, a priest vrore short breaches, a long
cloak, a turban, and a girdle—all purs wh its llnon save
for bright colored ornaments on the girdle* In harmony
tilth the whiteness of his clothing a priest was required to
abstain from all intoxl eating drink, bathe o ,: eh narroing
and wash loth hands and feet before Baking rn offering to Sod.
Space will not permit a detailed description of the Temple
and it's elaborate ritiial services, bat for our purpose of
understanding the nature of Judaism in general, the fore-
going picture of tho activities of the priesthood will Suf-




[There is no historical evidence to show th,t th e San-
hedrin existed previous to 196 B. C. t although some have
tried to identify it with other tribunals to which histor-
ians had referred. If this institution did exist previous
to the tir.e mentioned, e have no way of knowing its origin
or early activities. When first we hear of it, it was or-
ganized as a senate or great council serving in both legis-
lative and judicial functions, -olitically the jurisdictio
of the Sanhedrin wag limitec to the territory included in the
kingdom of the ruler at a particular time. Then, as t o
kingdom was diminished aftor the rule of Herod the (Treat,
until finally Judea proper was all that remained, ho civil
authority of the Sanhedrin was also restricted to tho elovon
toparchie3 of that territory. On the other hand, this body
had absolute power in religious matters and thus its power and
authority had no boundaries but extended anywhere that Jews
lived or had dealings. It was the supremo court of justice
of the JoY/ish nation and with the high priest at Its hoad,
it practically regulated the whole internal affairs of
the nation. Of course in political matters it was subject
to tho foreign rulers.
Tho Sanhedrin was not a democratic body although it
authoritative organization
was the first Jewish authority to contain laymen. At first
it was composed mainly, of the prioctly nobility who wore the
Sadducees, but as tho -'harisoos gained influence the priests
had to recognize their powor and allow them representation in
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this supremo tribunal. 53ms at the time of Jesus, tho S -n-
hedrin was oonposed in gonoral of t\70 factors: that of tho
priestly aristocracy with Sadducean sympathies on ono hand,
and the Pharisaic Doctors on the othor. Very little is known
as to tho re< uirenents of eligibility for membership iii the
body or how vacancies were filled. Of course only a Jew of pure
blood could gain admittance • There may have boen a certain
amount of rabbinical learning required of a candidate. f$
can hardly suppose that new menbor3 were chosen every year
or every few years by the people, but rather it seems probable
that a mamber held that honor for life, and vacancies wero
filled by vote of the t ribunal itself or by appointment of
the high priest or Roman ruler. Seventy-one wa3 lite ly
tho number of members*
As to the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrin, it's direct
authority was limited to Judea and although it's orders wore
binding in religious matters throughout orthodox Judaism,
obedience to such orders was dependent upon the pleasure of
the people and could not be forced beyond tho territory of
it's jurisdiction. In Judca all juAicial and administrative
matters which could not be dealt with competently by the
inferior courts, or which had not been reserved for himself
by the Roman procurator, /ere settled by the Sanhedrin*
Only in cases when the lower courts could not agree as to a
judgment, could appeal to the supreme court bo made. ?&e
decision of an inferior court could not be appealed. The
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Sanhodrin could not execute the death sentence without
the co 1139 nt of the procurator. For the offence of a
Gentile entering the inner court of the Tempia the Ronan
rulers even consented to the deaths of Roman citisoris. Thus
as a rulo the procurator ap roved the sentences of the
Sanheurin and left it to exercise a rather extensive juris-
diction, the most serious restriction being the fact that
Soman authorities reserved the right to take tho initiative
themselves at any time arid proceed independently of the
Jewish court* An example of this was when Paul \7as arrested
1
in Jerusalem.
Eothing is definitely known regarding the time and placo
of mooting of the Sanhedrin. Local courts met on !Tond ys
and Thursdays* This may have boon tho practice of the sup-
remo court also. There voro no courts hold on Sabbaths or
festival days, of course, and since capital sentence
could not not be passed until the day following a trial, they
would be careful not to consider cases of a nature that night
result In such a sentence on the day pi-eeeding a holy day.
The LiOot likely conjecture as to the meet in/? placo would bo a
2
hall outside the Temple v;alls on the slope of the mountain.
Although the Sanhedrin mot in the palace of the high priest
on tho occasion on which Jesus was condemned to death, this
was probably an exception to the rulo, because it net luring
the night.
when the Sanhedrin met tho members sat in order of their
1. Acts 25210.
2. Schfcrer p. 190.
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distinction in a semicircle. In front of thorn two clork3
stood reading t ie record of the votes. The most learned
men had assigned seats in three rov/s facing the souicirelo.
The prisoner was required to appear humble and dressed in
mourning. Evidence in favor preceded that for conviction.
Aft or one spoke in favor of the accused, ho was not allowed
to say anything unfavorable, although the converse was per-
missible. The learned men could only speak in favor of the
prisoner in cases involving the death 3o vitence. Acquittal
might be {riven tho same ftay as the trial, but .a sentence of
condemnation had to be postponed until the following day.
Vote3 were cast one by o^e beginning with the youngest ;:o;:bor
of the court, while on other occasions for expression, the
reverse order was used. A simple majority was sufficient
for release but a majority of two was required for condem-
nation. In case tho vote stood twelve to eloven for co vic-
tion it was necessary that ot; er members' votes be addod
by twos until a decision was reached. Of coarse, when all
sovonty-one members had. voted, the li xit was reached.
Uo see in the institutions of Judaism, a foundation
for a religion rooted deeply in popular education, prestige
and authority which doubtloss made possible the survival of
that religion, through the ages.
Distinguishing Features of tho Sects of
Judaism in Jesus' Tine.
Prom our previous discussions we gathered a picture
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of tho history and nature of tha throe moet prominent
sects of Judaism, namely tho Pharisees, tho 3adducoo3 and
the Suae aas« 'loir let us consider further the beliefs and
activities which :.;oro peculiar to those groups at tho time
of Joans.
" o hare already suggested the diffororco in the make-
ups of tho sects of the Cad ucoes and Pharisees* The fomor
vi o in general a priestly order* the ideas for which it
stood, hoi;-.-" dram, chiefly from the virtual rulers of tho nation,
naturally tho belief9 of this group v;oro conservative, striv-
ing to preserve tho general order of things ac it exists**
On the other hand tho Pharisees v/ore the papular party,greatly
Butcumbering the Sadducees, getting their ideas from the
scribes and holding the more progressive and liberal views.
Is tho nature of those parties suggests it is not surprising
that there wore many issues Shiph were bone3 of contention
bet on the..!.
(1) Herford belie res that the greatest point of division
between tho Pharisees and Sadducees was their attitudes
1
tov.ard oral tradition* After the establishment of the
priestly code, decisions for particular cases ha4 to be made.
Questions natural: y arose as to tho guiding principle to
follow, the authority to establish such and the relation of
these decisions to tho written law. Two opposing views re-
sulted • Che first was that the Pentateuch aloi.e was binding
law. The Pledge of obodienco meant 3im ly the cases where
1. Herford - The Pharisees p. 15.
p1
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the application was direct, than other cases arose the priests
should be the authority to make ordinances to cover then
but these were not Torah. Deuteronomy 18:9-11 gave this
privilege to the priests, it was clai of • This view v;as
that ^iioh was first hold after I2zra but in time a liberal
group began to see that those ordi BRUM* which were entirely
unrelated to the law would tend to make the latter obsolete
and of no value in practical living. A conservative group
held to the first attit ado ic' finally became the view
of the Saddueee3. The newer opinion was that every ordi fence
must be in harmony with the v/rittert law. Not only priests
but anyone with knowledge could interpret the law, since the
latter was given to all Israel and not merely to tho priests
alone. The people had pledged to obey the Torah and thus,
if the law was to be their guide for living, it must em-
body all religious duty, Thus oral tradition was as binding
as the written law and was often considered more so because
the former was tho elaboration and explanation of the latter.
This was the Pharisaic attitude.
(2) Another issue botwoon tho Phariseos and Sadducees
was concerning their respective view3 of the after-life.
The Pharisees had definite doctrines which established their
beliefs in the resurrection, the judgment, and the aftor-life.
All of those wore denier by the Saddacees and along with their
denial of immortality, they renounced tho entire Ilessianic
hope at least in the form it h d taken in tho day of Jen is.
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(S) The Pharisees taught the existence of angels, domons,
guardian angels, ghost 3, and spirits of tho dead while tho
Sadducees denied all of thorn.
(4) Again theso parties heir differing views regarding
divine providence and human freedom, Tho Pharisees combined
the ideas of fate and freodom, contending that both operate
in every transaction* On the other hand tho Sadducees d nied
fate entirely and placed God beyond the possibility of doing
or providing anything evil.
Although the Pharisees wore the popular party, they did
not include the majority of the people. Economic reasons
and lack of perseverence and sincerity made it impossible for
all the people to be ceremonially clean and strict observers
of the law always. Thus there was a great mass of people
from which the Pharisees made their duty to"soparate" them-
selves. Tho Pharisooo in tho Templo prayed, "God I thank thee
1
that I an not as the rest of men". However, the am-haaros
(the unclean people) in general hold the docttimal viev/3
and were in sympathy with the Pharisees. So, Pharisaism
was the legitin te and claosic representative of Judaism at
the beginning of the Christian era.
The Sssonee difforec from the Phariaoofl and Sadducees in
that they were not exactly a roligious party eometimat on-
gaging in political activities but wore rather a monastic
order living apart from ordinary society, and exercifling




writos: "Essenism then is Pharisaism in the superlative
1
degree", as regards "cleanliness". Thoir zeal for purity
found expression in thoir organization into narrow and ex-
clusive communities, in thoir repudiation of trade and
marriage, and in their extreme caution regarding bathing,
eating and dressing. A complete broach with Judaism was
made in their rejection of ftnlfflftt sacrifices and in thoir
custom of tumin^ toward tho sun rather than Jerusalem
when in prayer which Judaism expressly termed heathenish.
Further, th«y always kept themselves covered fro.:: the sun
which to then was the representative of diviie light. Clie
Essene3 wore particularly decided in thoir belief in Provi-
dence which approached fatalism. Certain ascetic practicos
resulted from this, since t he body was only the prison of
the soul.
Thi3 brief review of the distinguishing features of
tho sects of Judaism shows U3 the basic beliefs upon which *
these divisions were est nbl's lied. As we proceed to consider
tho doctrines as well as the social and political aspects of
Judaism it will be helpful to keep in mind the fact that t e
principal views of the orthodox Jewish religion were, as a
rule, identical rith those of t^e popular party, tho Pharisees.
Social and Political Aspects of Judaism.
Ve find in the Jewish religion a rare and strange com-
bination of nationality and universality. Religion was the
controlling force of the nation. :;an*s wholo duty was to




keep God's lav:—nothim else ^ttored. Jehovah was Israel's
God and if a3 a nation hie v/ill was done as defined in the
Torah, then prosperity and peace vroald be the reward for
^Tis people, it was believed • Parallel with this narrow nation-
alistic ideal wa3 a crowing conception of God as the ruler of
the universe • If Jehovah jaa the one and only God, then he
must be God of the universe • Israol was chosen of God to
receive and share with the nations of the world 7Tig <*roat
revelation* The Jews saw that Jehovah desired the salvation
of all nations but to then, the only way of salvation waa
conditioned by the acceptance of the revelation—the law, as
developed and interpreted by the Jewish people; that is
Judaism, The one God could have bat one religion* If the
nations vrould not raeet this condition, then God would in tine
destroy them. It was for Israel to sot before the world the
example of obedience to God's will. "To understand what
Judaism was at the beginning of the Christian era, it is
necessary to boar in r.iind tho t o-fold character of nation-
ality and universality, vhich had been inseparably impressed
upon it by its history. It had boon a national religion,
therefore Jehovah is the God of Israel; Israel is tho people
of Jehovah. The propositions are corrolativoly exclusive.
However wide the power of Jehovah over the nations of the world,
He has no nation of His own but Israel; and what ever power
may be attributed to tho f:od3 of other nations, tiio nation
of Israel has no god but Jehovah. This is tho corner-stone
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of the religion of Israel both in the popular apprehension
and in the explicit affirmation of the religious loaders
1
in all periods."
The theories of nationality and universality when appli-
ed to practical liv ing resulted in two contradictory practi-
ces. On tho one hand hatred and contempt for the heathen and his
religions customs filled the heart of every loyal Jew, while
on the other hand Judaism carried out a rather extonsivo
program of proselyting. The bitter experiences that the Jew-
ish people had undergone at the hands of tho so-called heathen
nations would naturally ongonder hatred for those peoples. Shi
Jews justified this feeling, at loa3t to some extent, by
assuring themsolves that a people who cruolly mistreated
the chosen ones of God deserved nothing better than tho bit-
terest contempt. It was the hand of tho heathen that causod
the faL 1 of their nation, their exile, their suffering,
and most of all the destruction of tho abode of Jehovah—tho
Temple of Jerusalem. The Jewish "anti-Greek complex which
resulted from the persecutions of Antiochu3 hpiphanes and the
Maccabaoan revolt prevented them from consciously adopting any
2
considerable elements of Hello riistic thinking." 2hu3 the
gap between Jew and Greek was greatly widened and the extreme
measures taken against TIelIonization wre deep-rooted in feelings
of the hatred in ever;/ Jewish heart, further tho facts that
the trend of tho develo me.nt of Judaism was so very different
and distinctive when compared with other religions and that to
1. lloore p. 219.
2. hcCown p. 116.
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a Jew, his WQJ was the only v/ay, tondod greatly to emphasise
the feeling of contempt for heathenism and those v/ho prac-
ticed it.
Strange as it nay seem, there wag, as a result of the
Jewfe univorsal ideal, an organised effort to convert the des-
pised heathen to Judaism among the Jews of Jesu3 f day. No
other religious group in the world of that time cherished
the conviction t at its religion was the one true religion
and that it was predestined to become the univorsal roligion.
This singular aspiration accounts for the missionary seal
of the Joys. Of course, they did not send out missionaries
as wo might think the term "missionary zeal" would imply.
Such a program was not necessary because the Jews were scat-
tered throughout the the.--known world. The ordinary occu-
pations of industry and commerce brought Jews and Oentilos
together. Jews frequently entered political life outside of
Palostino. They spoke the (Jentile language and adopted much
of the civilization of their surroundings. Conversely, many
non-Jews lived in "alestine and there, came in contact v;ith
all phases of Jor:i3h lifo.
The synagogue naturally wa3 the chief institutional means
of proselyting. Gentiles wore allowed and encouraged to
attend the services without previous requirements. To such
visitors these services seemed to lack all the distinctive
features of cultus and to consist essentially of reading
scriptures and a di scours o, all of which was more or less
r
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loosely connected.. There wag little that uas new to the
heather and the simplicity of such worship was undoubtedly
attx-active to many.
O'here wore two claesos of so-called prosolytes. The
"righteous proselytes" were those who rejected all other
gods and became natural izod Jews. There v.ero three parts
of the rite which initiated a Gentile m.?n into Judaism:
circumcision, immersionin water, and the prosontat ion of
an offering in tho Temple, for which a burnt-offerine of
dorcs or pigeons sufficed. A woman prosolyte must carr;/ out
the latter two provisions of i lis rite. A person thus ac-
cept Xs$ the Jowish faith, theoretically became as a now-born
child before Jehovah. He cannot be held responsible for the
deeds done or duties neglected before his new birth. This
made a proselyte equal to the Jew in law and religion, but
it did not carry with it complete sooial equality. Of course,
a Jew felt superior to a converted heat en, and a decided
feeling of clacs distinction existed botween the two.
That group of Gentiles called "god-fearing proselytes"
was really not converts of Judaism. They remainod uncircum-
cised a;?d did not take upon themselves tho full observance of the
le.w. The;/ accepted Jehovah as the one God, attended tho
synagogue services, observed the Sabbath and perhaps some of
the cLiotary regulations. In other vords their religion was
only a part of Judaism. The term "proselyte of the gate" is
also applied to a member of this group. It was undoubtedly
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from WOng this class that Christianity drew many adherents.
She Jews did not recognise thi3 group of proselytes as "mom-
ber3 of the housohold of faith" although they did revere
them above the apostate heathen,
Moore suggests that women doubtless formed a large
1
majority of both of these classes of proselytes* Outside
of Judaism in those days it was no-body's business what god
one worshipped or whether he believed in any. The obser-
vation of the Sabbath and the pec:iliar regulation of diet
required by Judaism would make one's roligion so conspicu-
ous that social disapproval and ridicule would follow for
a man. A woman, however, was responsible only to hor father
and husband and thus it was easier for her to take a stand
with Judaism, V;e have no ay of estimating tho total number
of prosol7/tes and adherents to Judaism to be ound in tho world
at largo in the time of Jesus, but unquestionably it was
vnry great and the Jews were persisting in their efforts to
make tho religion God had revealed to their fathers, the
roligion of all mankind.
Judaism included all the olemonts essential to moralityf
2
Herford clai s. Those are the recognition of (1) the dif-
ference between right and wrong, (2) the obligation of duty,
(3) the authority of God and (4) the revelation of His will
and nature. In practical life there can be no doubt that
the Jews wore a highly moral people. It must have required
a great deal of self-control and self-discipining to be a
strict observer of the law. To a great extent Judaism was
^•Lioore p. 325.
2. Herford- The Pharisees p. 142.
<
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simply a method by which its adherents hoped to make practi-
cal the sural teachings of the prophets* It soenod thet the
method employed by the latter h; d failed—nat I onal destruction
and the exile had followod them—30 a net? mode of expressing
the same principle of morality was adopted. V/e cannot doubt
that the definite eeepts of the priestly code, di sac-
ceed in gcttirjg closer to the daily lives of the people, than
the prophets were ever able to do. Theoretically, Juc'aise v;as
the obedience to C-od's will as a matter of choice—not com-
pulsion, but persuasion-^with love as the motive. The law
was to servo jhe people as a definite >Mide to conduct in
daily living. As euch the theory was good, bat as it worked
in practical life through the years down to the tine of
Jesus, it seems that it resulted, at loacvt to sons extent,
in v/hat wo might call a false morality. The underlying motive
of love was too ofton forgotten and the external expressions
hoc suae the end in themselves rather than the ..©ana to the end.
In other words, a Jew's morality consisted too muc'- in doing
a certain act at a cortain t* aftd plac-? in a certain way t
while he harbored in his hoart hatred and contempt for his
folio?; who could not do t at act as correctly as he. rJhe
letter of the law bec^mm the all important thing while its
spirit was disregarded or forgotten. As far as th e law
covered the mor-I obilotions of man to man, it may be said
thai Judaism was a highly moral religion; but in regard to the
inner feelings which the law cannot rog.ilute Judaism foil far
short of perfection. The theoretical aim of legislation
was to obtain a perfect society,static and 3in-proof; and this
f
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became the normative idea of Judaism, but a misplaced
emphasis caused ritual to become more important than mercy ad
and justice. All truth was supposed to be included in the
written law and so a student could not choose higher ethics
except as he was able to coax loftior meanings from the
ancient formula. This principle killed the 3eed3 of pro-
gross before they could germinate. Thus there was little
chance for moral development and every possibility for
moral deterioration and stagnation. "That the outcome was
not worse was due to the prophetic ideals within the shell
1
of legalism."
Comparatively high social ideals resulted from the
teachings of Judaism. With the restoration and the establish-
ing of the priestly order, the religion of the Jews became
too much of an affair of the noly City and it's ttocmle "for
a social ideal that was hostile to city life to continue to
2
exist". But in spite of this new urban ideal, Judaism was
somehow able to stay the usual accompanying tendencies toward
industrialism, exploitation and luxury. The fact that econo-
mic conditions were very simple due to hardship and. foreign
oppression, did much to lie op the life of tho Jews simple.
Industries were carried on in the ho o. iVory boy, and even
a rabbi, was supposed to have a trade. There was nothing so
honorable that it would excuse manual labor, and as a result
there was very little hired or slave work. Shemaiah wrote:
"Love work, and hate mastery, and ,:ake not thyself known to
1. HcCown p. 180.





The simple life was farther made possible because lack of
opportunity had saved the Jewish society from the professions
of war, commerce and politics* The nation had never gained
sufficient strength to carry out an extensive program of
conquest which would require professional warriors. Their
fighting had been in general on the defensive by voluntary
armies previously untrained.
As far as commerce was concerned the Jewish people had
never gained enough power and wealth to engage in trade with
other peoples to an extent which would require the labors of any
prominent per cent of their population. We have previously
suggested how their religion was their n.tion. Tho priests
were the rulers and theoretically at least, their religious
duties should be xoremost in their minds* Thus politics
were not only subordinated but limited to an hereditary group,
The lack of these professions lessened the possibilities for
class distinctions and the uneven distribution of common
good3.
Labor was never despised by the Jews as it was by the
Greeks and Romans. LIcCown writes: "The scorn of labor with
the hands that contributed so largely to the failure of Greek
2
and Homan society never infected ancient Judaism." However,
there was one respect in which labor was stigmatized as un-
desirable. Among the Am-haarez there undoubtedly were a great
number who had the piety and desire to bo strict observers of
1* LTeCown p. 153.
2. ItoCown p. 154.
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tho whole law, perhaps to become Pharisees, bat because they
lacked financial moan3 other than their daily work, they wore
unable to I evoto to the law, the time and effort required of
a strict observor. Accordingly they were looked Covin upon by
tho Viharisee3 as below them socially and religiously. Of
course such distinction was not because these people labored,
bat rather simply because they did not carry out tho legal
precepts of Judaism. However, as we consider tho society of the
Jewish peop le in c on orison with those of other nations of that
day, wo find in it rather high oocial ideals.
It was only natural that the bitter oirporioncos of the
Jewish people would result in the formulation of a theory
of future reoress here on earth. Such was tho Aocsiaiiic hope.
God had choson Israel and had revealed His will to her. Ilany
times had she suffered oppression at the hand3 of her enemies.
God had allowed this, probably because she had 3inned; but
surely there was behind God's choice a plan In which his
people would be honored above all others and their religion
would become the f (g th of all mankind. Hho prophets told
of a coming Soiden Age. It was foretold that God would
raise up a groat leader of his people, tho Ilossiah, at whoso
hand3 the enemies of Israel would moot defeat and just judg-
ment. IThen would be established tho "kingdom of God"with
the "anointed One" at its head and all to peoples of the
world would bo subjocted to his rule. Jehovah and his
true religion, Judaism, would be accepted by all, with the
(
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result that peace, prosperity and happiness would be the just
reward of the righteous. Jehovah was a ^ust God and as ouch
he woald keep his promise. Of course Israel had to prove
her loyalty and this 3he hoped to do by her individual members
living according to God's will as revealed in the lav:.
Such a hope of future power and fiery for Israel bo-
came the subject of a great deal of popular writing, known
a3 the apocalypses. It is easy to see how and why the common
poople in the Jewish society would eagerly grasp and cling
to such prospects for the future which would so "reatly im-
prove their conditions of living. On the other hund we wouM
naturally expect those in the most desirable positions to
p03sess loss enthusiasm £02* so radical a change, at least
since a then unknown leader was to be at the head of the
now kingdom. The :iossianic hope would bo favored by this
class in 30 far as its members felt that thoy night have
prospects of securing a position of favor in the new order by
virtue of their present office. £his was the attitude of the
Sadducoos regarding the Uessianio hope.
The Idea of God Involved in Judaism.
All the doctrines of Judaism are based upon three
general axioms: fl) God is iust; (2) thero is an intrinsic
difference between right nnd wro ng, and (5) the whole duty
of man is to do the will of God. These are the essence of the
Jewish faith and thoy involve ideas of God, Ills relation to
the world. His revolution, man, si i, repentance, forgiveness,
and the after-life. Let us consider first the character of God.
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The ides of God hold by the Jowls h poo pie wag taken
directly from the Hebrew scriptures for thore woro practically
no traco3 of contemporary philosophies and othor religions.
The cornor-otono of Judaism was monotheism; that is, the one-
ness and soloness of Jehovah. IIo was not simply tho greatest
of many gods, nor wa3 His character of divided tendencies.
He was the one and only God—no other power exist od. Zoro-
astrianism was considered a heresy by tho Jews bocause it
made God exempt from the ronnonsibillty for 3in by attributing
evil to another power. God waa the one supreme being without
any reserve or limitation. His knowledge embraced all that
had been, was, or was to be. nothing could resist His powor
or thwart His purpose. He was absolute, almighty and all-
knowing. Tho Jews nev->r quest ionod God. His existence was
an established fact which was never challenged in their
minds. God simply was.
God was in Jewish thinking, both transcendent and im-
manent. No effort was mado to reconcile these apparently
contradictory characteristics, but both were acceptod a3
important attributes. God's great holiness made it nocessary
that He bo above and apart from the world. Han was 30 far
inferior to Jehovah that direct dealings betwoen thorn would
moan tho lowering or marring of that perfect holinoss. Herein
li03 the basis for tho theories concerning tho ministers of
God which we will consider a little later.
A great many of the ceremonies of the Temple worship, es-
pecially tho rito3 for purification were done to protect the
holinoss of God. Still on the other hand God ^as
<
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Even lew-whi3pored utterances whould be heard by Him. Hot
only was he star to those who called upon Him, but He was
everywhere at the present. Habbi Levi has aptly illustrated
the immanence of Sod as the Jews saw it. A cave stood ad-
joining the sea and as the rushing sea came in it flooded the
but the great sea was not in the least diminished. So the
divine radiance might fill a particular place, but at the same
time the v©rld m ild lose nothing of that presence, llo 3in
could bo co. jaitted in secrecy without God's knowledge. God
was present with everyone and thus a guiding providence
could be realised.
As a transcendent God, Jehovah's abode was in the
"high heavens above the skies". Prom such expressions as
"heaven and the heaven of heavens" a plurality of heavens is
m
inferred. God's dwelling place wag, of coarse, the "most
high" heavon. As on Immanent God, his special earthly abode
was the Temple in Jerusalem. Of course God did not, abide
there because he needed a place in which to livo, but rathor
because man noeded some visible tiling by which to realize
his loving presence.
The two chief moral attributes of God according to Juda-
ism wore justice and mercy. These wore not conflicting
principlos,as the Stoics thought, vieing for supremacy in the
heart of God; but rather they wero supplementary to each
other. Justice was temperod by mercy, and the value of mercy




was gre tly increased by justice. It is not the justice of
hard lav; or of an impersonal divine attriuute, but rather
of an all-wi3e and almighty sovreign whose end is not the
vindication of the lav; or of His owr Majesty, uut the be3t
interest of the individual, the ro.ee and the fulfilment of
His great purpose in the universal reign of G?6d. Bvon when
sentence has been pronounced, it can be revoked and freely
pardonod. As the justice of God must be tempered by mercy
on one hand, so on the other hand, mercy alono would not
keep sin out of the world and therefore, it must be accompan-
ied by justice. If Sod's loving-kindness or mercy was to take
all vn . miners and punish .ents away from His people , then they
would never realize their transgressions, and thus go deeper
and deeper into sin. Justice was necessary to the effective-
ness of mercy. '?he term "mercy" might also be interpreted
loving-kindness or simply loro*
Three words adequately express the relation of ^od to the
world and mankind. They are Creator, Ruler, and i'a-Dher.
When the Jens thought of Ood as their Creator, they wore
not concerned with theories of evolution or thoir refutations.
How the world was brought into existence was a settled ques-
tion with them, Ood had a preconceived plan which because of
His wisdom He was able to carry out Without a change being
made, I7e 3p4ke a word—and instantaneously, Without toil
or pain, the world was in existence. Kvorything He created
was perfect and man could not i lagino an im : rovemont on His work,
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Every little Inaeot I alonged to (Tod 's ?/orld and was necos-
sary to Its corrplotonoss. SSM9 first grant act of ereat ion
did not complete the work of God as a creator. The main-
te b -ioo of the world was a kind of co .tinuono creation*
"Ivoyj day ad>'ed to the work* The history of the world was
His great plan in which everything moved toT/ard the f ulfilmont
of His purpose* Sot only tho great hole, but every moment
»
every event, ovory person and every creature was embraced
la God's elan and was an object of Ills providence* "ho most
trifling evont csuld not happen but God had planned that it
should be so.
As the ruler of the world, God had eowor to do \1 th it
whatever He willed. So power could oppose Hin or change His
purpose in the least. However such a to ace etion of Go'< as
almighty did not mean to the Jow that Jehovah was a tyrant*
Ec did not wilfully use His power solely for the sake of
proving to men that He Ml almighty regardless of rirht * ,1s-
&om f justice, and a supremely ~ood end. were always the motives
bellind His dealings with men* God ..as patient and long-suf-
fering with sinful men, boc .v. ;o He aae their almighty ruler
and could do anyth ing.
ro understand the Jewish conception of miracles we must
loo>: at their way of thinking about God's rule in nature*
C/uoting from Ilooro, "a miracle. •• .i3 an extraordinary phen-
oneiion or occurrence wrought by God, presumably for some
special purpose. It cannot bo described as something v.t
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variance with the laws of nature, transcending or suspending
then, for, as has been said, there was no idea of lav/s of
nature in the uodern sense. Ifor is it the more wonder of
it that makes such an event a miracle; it is the religious
interpretation of the occurrence, the belief that in this
phenomenon or event God in a peculiar way manifests His
presence, reveals His will, or intervenes for the deliver-
ance of His worshippers and the discomfiture of their enemies,
to provide for their needs in distressful times, to avert
calamities, to heal mortal diseases, and to save from a
thousand evils where human help is vain. The greatness of
the power of God is abundantly manifest in the ordinary course
of nature; it is His goodness that is peculiarly revealed
1
in the miracle as faith interprets and appreciates it."
The two conceptions of God's relation to the world which
we have already discussed; namoly, thoso of creator and ruler
wore well established doctrines of the Old Testament scrip-
tures, "ho idea of God as a father was comparatively new w'th
Judaism and stiil it hold quite an important place in the
doctrinal thought of t :at religion* To some oxtent this
conception of God's relation was applied to all men. The
peoples outside of Judaism wore , atentially children of God
but they had no knowledge of it save through the revelation
which had boon given to Israel. Only by sharing the heritqg o
of the Jews could a Gontile bocome an effective child of God.
Thus God's chosen children were intrusted with the mission of
1. Mb ore p. 376.
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3haring their peculiar knowledge with the rest of the world.
The love of the Pat her for Ilia favored children was shown in His
dealings with tho lebrow forefathers and was constant to their
descendants, though sinful, they were still His c ildron and
His heart yearned for them. In return for Eis great Father-
love, He demands of them tho love of their v/holo solves, souls,
minds, possessions, and efforts. This conception of God gives
a motive of lo%Te to tho obedience of His will as revoalod
in the lav; and thus adds a desirable emotional touch to right
conduct.
Israel was tho chosen neople of Sod because it pleased
Him to reveal His truth to them. All wisdom th t God had
made known, or evor would make known to men, was contained
in the law as given to Uoses. Nothing could be added to it
and nothing could bo taken from it. It wa3 absolute and
complete, Ho matter what the people did, religion was nevor
impaired or improved for it was perfect from tho beginning.
God's rolatio-i to man wa3 made perfect when H3 gave His v. ord
to the world through the agency of Israel.
It was probably tho influonce of Persian ideals, which,
when developed by Jo ish imaginations and folklore, resulted
|a beliefs in angels, demons, guardian-angels, and spirits,
/ingels wore the servants of God through whom He oxocutod his
will in the world. Providence, history, nature, and the celestial
bodies <.re till administered by them. Even hell had it r a angel
wards and tormentors. Some received individual names, as Gab-
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riel and Llichael. Cherubim find Seraphim, etc. were applied to
orders of angels. Rear-en, of course, was fillod with angels,
all worshipping and serving Jehovah, All of God's ministors
wore created with the world, but would nevor die. They wero not
immaterial but of a fiery substance vhich appeared as a blazing
light. Sating and drinking were not nocessary for angel3, but th
were attributed wit a feelings, and thus, interested in human
affairs. The impulse to sin had no domination over these
spirits; a3 it will have none over mail in the age to cone.
It w&3 nocossary that (Tod keep peace in Heaven because angels
wero like men in their dispositions, jealousies, etc. Of
course, God was always a successful peace-maker and so His
abode was always harmonious. An angel or demon's knowledge
was limited since all they knov* was what they chanced to
overhear in Heaven. Satan, the adversary, wa3 chief of the
demons but His powor was alwaj/s secondary to that of Cod.
The Death Angel sooner or later visits every man. Interest-
ing as these beliefs are, they do not hold an inoortant
place in fundamental doctrines of Judaism. "God is represent-
ed as saying, 'If trouble co mei to man, let him pray not
1
to Michael, not to Gabriel, but to mo and I will deliver him.'"
The Ilaturo of Uan.
Human nature was a combination of two i pulses—good and
evil. The ideal life was that in which the evil was entirely
1. Herfora-The Pharisees p. 155.
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subjected to the good. Speakiqg of this evil impulse, Herford
writes: "Godplanted it in human naturo, not that nan should
yield to it—He never illed that anyone should sin—but that
man should have the frequent opportunity of exorcising 7Iis
will on the side of good and against evil, and thereby realise
In
more and more that likeness to God in which he was Liade*"
"Any want of conformity unto, or transgression of the
2
lav; of God" was considered a sin by the Jews. Doing what
was forbidden or falling to tfco what was commanded was sin
regardless of cause. An intentional transgression was worse
than an unintentional one. Failure to possess the virtues
of a good hoart was also considered sin£ul f but this thought
of sin did not receive the greatest emphasis. It was thought
to be possible to like in perfect harmony with God—a sin-
less life. Critics of Judaism say thnt its idea of goodness
was "fear of sin". However, this is not entirely a negative
attitude but rather the desire to fulfill the will of God
under all circunst uncos, 'hen one had sinned, he could always
regain harmony with God through repentence and forgiveness.
The Jewish ideas of sin and repentence by the tine of
Jesus had been grently individualised. V/ith the breaking up
of the community, religion naturally became an individual
matter, dependent on a person's choice. So national purity
was a matter of individual responsibility. The falithful
Jews wore the remnant of Israel and through them God would
1. Herford-The Pharisees p. 156.
2. Moore p. 116.
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fulfill His purpose in tho vx>rld.
Repentenee included (1) the reparation of injuries
to one's fellow in person, property or good name, (2) tho
confession of sin, [Z) prayor for forgiveness and (4) eq-
uine resolve and endeavor not to sin again. PJ.tuals were
looked upo.i as the modos of expression in repentenee to God,
and thus they lost their mystery and magic. Repentenee was
the turnirig of the soul back to God and cAremonios were the
soul's ways of seeking forgiveness.
"orcy is the attribute of God's character which best
explains His motive for forgiving sinful men. God's deal-
ings with the forefathers of Israel proved to their descend-
ants the affection and esteem in which the Heavenly Father
held His children. But that did not mean that God would forgive
the children '3 sins for the sake of the fathers. Israel
must prove herself worthy of forgiveness if she could hono
for God's mercy to bo shown toward her. Ho sin was too great
for God to forgive; He was always glad and willing to pardon.
As a rule God's forgiveness freed man from all the consequen-
ces of 3in. 3ut tuotB wero certain sins for which repent-
ance had no power to suspend the sentence of the punishment.
For example, in case one profanes the name of God, repent-
e ice and tho Day of Atonement atone for ju3t one-third of tho
sin; bodily suffering through the year that follows brings
forgiveness for another third, and death alone can wipe out h
1
the rest.
1. I.Toore p. 546.
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"Merit" in Jewi3h thought wag dofinod as something
added to one'g character by an act of servieo to God. Two
factor8 were esgential to the performance of any act: (1) the
will of the one performing the act, and (2) the help of God.
Merit applied to the first factor only; i.e., the illful
performance of a good deed did add value to the character
of the performer, but the deed could not lave been accomplish-
ed without God's aesistancn. Thug, even though a Jew did
feel that, after doing an act, he stood higher than before,
still he recognized that £od made it possible for him to
do it; what might appear to be self-righteousness to hin
fellowmen, might, really be an attitude of humility toward
God. Ilerit might be shared with othors; one having much could
share it with one having less* Also a sinful community might
rocoivo tho blessings of God due to the merits of a few
holy persons. Llerit was never • astod but always resulted in
good for someone.
All merit would receive a corresponding reward which
might talio any form from the inward peace of divine approval
to something in tho fter-world. Material blessings were
coiisidored S7/mbols of God's favor, still the Jews saw that
often the ju3t man was not prosperous, but rather had groat
suffering and hardship. Attempts to solve this problem
resulted in tho doctrines of the after-life in which the





The hopo of an earthly IIos3lanlo kingdom also gave frroundo
for the the development of doctrines of life after death*
Those who would be living when the Lib3 siah would cone would
he rewarded with the joys of the C-oldon A~e. But what of
the righteous dead? Wore they to have no roward? A just
God would ouroly havo tone plan whereby they would be able
to share the blessings which they deserved.
The Jewish idea of the life beyond was not id optical with
our doctrine of immortality. They believed that with death
the soul died also. Thon after the nations of the world
were subdued by the Uessiah, the bodies of the 3 ead would
oome CRM their tombs and roatxito with th ! ir souls for the
great universal judgment. Those whoa the Great Judge justi-
fied vjould live forever on a transfigured earth exoopt from
all infirmities of 'the flesh and evils of the world afl it
then existed. Tho wicked would bo condemned to am ueneh-
ablo fire. This hope of the lifo beyond gave rise to tho
idea that the afflictions of the just were not punishments
but manifestations of God's love and favor, while prosperity
of the wicked wa3 just a way of allowing sinners to heap
greater condemnation upon their heads • All things v/ould be equal-




A neceasary prerequisite to a study of tho Judaism
of Jesu3 1 day is a survey of the previous religious history
of the Jewish people beginning with the Babylonian exile.
The overthrowing of the Kingdom of Judah brought such radi-
cal changes in the living conditions of the people, that
new religious ideals and customs were the inevitable result.
The period of Persian rule mi ideal for the rapid develop-
ment of tho new religion. The rulers held loniont religious
policies; and ITehemiah and Ezra wore allowed to undertake
reforms and the establishment of the new priestly order as
persoribed in the Priestly Code. The Samaritan Schisn had
the effect of a sifting process for Judaism. Tho most
devout Jews remained true to their religion and .-jealously
placed a greater barrier than before around their law.
At tho close of the Persian period, life under tho lav;
a
waa joyous and healthy religious experience. Tho priests,
tho scribes, and the institutions of Judaism all served ef-
ficiently to make tho observance of tho law vital and effective.
The Greek period was the testing ttni of Jud* • The
he lionizing efforts of the high priests, followed by the
persecutions of Antiochus 3piphanes, aroused tho champions
of tho law to it's defence. Judas, the llaccaboo, led tho
rebellion which resulted in victory for the Jews. 3ut
the demoralizing effects of v;ar caused the motivo for fight-
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tug to change from religion to independence and finally
to conquest. Civil strife filled the following decades
until the time of HrtKn* 9f9n $ thatch this crisis resulted
in the bitterest hostility toward heathenism and a divided people}
still it v;as through it, that the Jews were 3aved from
hollonizatio/i.
Chiefly during the Greek period there came into promin-
exioe oero-in sects of Judaism, Tha Pharisees v/ero the i>op-
ular party and '.Tore distinguishoc' for their piety and oare-
ful observation of the law. Although not a political
organisation they did occasionally taki at a- ids in issues of
govern lent and always had the (TUppOTt of the people at such
t imc s • 1'he Sadduceos were ft priestly aristocracy, conoer-
vativo in vieuj and supporters of the high priest in all ho
wished to do, The communistic coamunities of the TJssonos had
little influence upon the poople as a whole and formed only
a small per cent of the population, _!he schools of thought
resulting ttom the different attitudes toward the law, held
by B&OBBftl and Hill el represented two tendencies of
Jud - i am which pore ic ted ta Jesus' day,
A. basic principle of the Jewish religion was that God's
revelation to nan was 60oplet3 in the Pentateuch, Halachah
was the naue given to scribal activity in elaborating and
interpreting the law propor. Shtfl classification included nfct
only scientific midrash but tradition as well. Situ-: .1 received
chief emphasis while civil and criminal law vr re less fully
9t
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developed. TTaggadah was free religious speculation, dealing
with the historical and narrative passages of scrj.pture.
The doctrines of Judaism v/oro developed in thi3 branch of
scribal worl-:.
In the religious institutions of the Jews v/e find
the secrets of the success of Judaism; namely, popular
education, prestige, and authority. The home served ef-
ficiently to train the child. Elementary and professional
schojls were rather v;ell established in Jesus? time.
[The synagogue was of great value in suppl ring the
d.ily leeds of the people in instruction and worship. The
Temple, with it3 national appeal and prestige, g~/e baauty
and dignity to Judaism. The final authority on religious
matters was the Banhedrin. sadducoes and 'harisoes formed
the chief elements in this tribunal.
The sects of Judaism were greatly duo to certain dis-
tinguishing beliefs held by those groups* The Pharisees wore
were firm believers in (1) oral tradition, (2) the resur-
rection, the Judgment and the future life, (3) angels and
demons, and ^4) fate combined with human freedom. All these,
the Sadducee3 denied. JiJssenis i was in general Pharisaism
carried to its ultinate weA and combined with certain po-
llar customs; such as, the adoration of the snn. The Phari-
sees wore disti guished from the Am-haarez by the careful way
the former observed the law.
Judaism had '-oth national and universal aspects which
when applied in life resulted in contempt for heat enism
on the one hand, and a program of proselyting on the other.
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Jov-lsh morality ranked comparatively high although the spirit-
ual virtues wore often deadened by too groat ar emphasis on
the externals of religion.
Jewish society was necessarily quite simple and social
ideals were hjg h for that ago. Che llessianic Hope was a
popular conception of an ideal reign cf God on ei'rth which
His i,Ie3siah would establish.
The words, "one", "holy", "almighty", "absolute", "merci-
ful", and "jast" describe the Jewish conception of the char-
acter of God. In His relation to the world He was "creator"
"ruler", and "father". Jehovah's revelation to the whole world
was given in entirety and porfoctnoos to iroses. I lulti tildes
of angels and demons wore thought to bo serving (Tod in heavon,
hell, and earth, to carry oat His great purpono: but all, even
Satan, wore subject to the will of the almighty.
Perfect obedience of Crod's law would mean a sinless
life, while any fat l,ire to obey, rogardloss of cause, was
sin. Che repent once of a sinner was a prerequisite to hl3
forgiveness and certain rites expressed his penitence to Sod.
Che mercy of a heavenly father always made forgiveness possible
although in casos of certain gross sins, repento^ce alone would
not bring freedom from the consequences of those sins, but
suffering and finally death alone could atone for 3uch transgres-
sions. "Uerit" was something of value added to one's character
as the result of performing a good deed. One's merit was
nevor wasted and could be shared with others. Rew rd for merit
(J
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might take any form from an inward feeling of peace to eternal
happiness in the life beyond. The Jewish conception of
the aftor-life consisted in a general resurrection and
judgment at the time of the coming of the Llessiah. The
nicked would be condemned to evorlastinr torment while the
righteous would be granted eternal life o:: a tr net ^rraed earth.
Perhaps the greatest advance Judaism made behond the
older religion of the Hebrews was that it was individual-
ised. However it did not loose its national aspect. Also
in beliefs concerning the life beyond and the idea, of ftod as
a Father, the Jews went far beyond the Hebrew scriptures.
Undoubtedly Judaism had its faults. Leg 1 ism took it for
granted that, if the outward forms were observed, the i ner
spirit would develop, correspondingly, as a natural consequ-
ence but it did not always prove so. Another mistake was
made in attempting a short cut to national preservation by
placing barriers up to close other peoples oat and koep
Judaism unco nt aminut od, instead of de^olopin^ a superior
morality which would withstand evil influences. Further the
principle that the law of Hoses contained all truth stiffled th
hope for progress and every commandment reg rdloss of content
came to be considered of equal L mortance with any other.
1
"The whole of Judaism is a strange bundle of contradictions."
God was boih national and universal. Hatred for heathen was
coupled with proselyting. Though God was morally right oous,
the chief emphasis wa.3 placed on ritual rather than morality.
1. ICent p. 226.
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A personal devil existed against an independent God.
But Judaism also had its good points. The law v/as a
conei'ote and definite guide to living. Those details
which would seem trivial and bo re some to us were, for many
sincere Jews, a true expression of his love for God.
Judaism was a religion easily adapted to popular education and
is to be highly co. mended for its achievements in this res-
pect. There was cortainly something very vital and real in
a religion which , in spite of persecution and bitter op-
position has stood the test of tho ages and is today \r
foctivo religion for a groat body of people.
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